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1 D15/23719 Alphington The submission highlights (and criticises Council for missing) the opportunity to upgrade the Chandler Highway Y Y

2 D15/23728 Alphington Concerned about the effect of increased traffic on Chandler Highway Y Y

3 D15/23731

Criticial of consultation and availability of information on Council web site, as well as having to register personal information in order to 

view documents Y

4 D15/23748 Enquiry relating to the provision of a supermarket stating that the area needs one. Y Y Y Y

5 D15/23749 Melbourne Duplication of Chandler Highway Bridge - Questions why it is not mentioned Y Y

6 D15/23753

Submission raises a number of questions about the provision of affordable housing. States that 5% is low compared to the national 

average and that a description of what "affordable housing" means would be appropriate. Other options for affordbale housing could be 

explored such as taking a 5% value contribution and developing affordable housing elsewhere. Y Y Y Y

7 D15/24107 Balwyn

Raises the issue of the number of cars that will be introduced to the area by new residents and the traffic impacts this will have on an 

already heavily congested area. Y Y Y

8 D15/24139 Abbotsford

Objects to the current Development Plan based on 3 key issues: 1. Inadequate bike path integration; 2. The lack of public parkland; and 3. 

The junior campus vision Y Y Y

9 D15/24751 Heidelberg

Very concerned that traffic management measures are too vague given the potential increase in traffic volumes due to new residents and 

businesses on the site. The area is already extremely congested, particulary at peak times. Y Y

10 D15/26740 Ivanhoe

Pleased that site is being redeveloped but concerned about the local road network (Chandler Highway) and the site being deveoped prior 

to any road network improvements. Y Y Y

11 D15/26741 Alphington

Expresses three main concerns with the proposal: Firstly, the number of dwellings consisting of one and two bedroom apartments; 

secondly, the 14 storey height of the landmark building which should be scaled back; and thirdly, there are transport projects that need to 

be undertaken in conjunction with the project - Chandler Highway upgrade/duplication and grade separation of the train crossing on 

Grange Rd. Y Y Y Y Y Y

12 D15/26744 Rosanna

Submission relates to traffic conditions as a road user and states that congestion is already a problem that needs to be addressed as part 

of the proposal Y

13 D15/26748 Alphington

Raises two objections to the proposal: the proposed development is too dense and will cause significant traffic problems in addition to 

those that already exist. Y Y

14 D15/26750 Kew

Believes that developers will overdevelop the site and that traffic conditions need to be addressed before any development commences, 

particularly the Chandler Highway bridge Y Y Y

15 D15/26751 Alphington

Longstanding resident who has witnessed the steady increase in traffic and congestion to the present day where traffic volumes are 

currently extreme. The proposed development with 2,500 dwellings plus commercial activity will add to the traffic issues experienced in 

the area signficantly. Y Y

16 D15/26752

Submission talks about the over-supply of one and two bedroom apartments and the need for more family oriented dwellings both on the 

site and in inner Melbourne. Highlights that developers do this to maximise their profit margins. "The City of Yarra is all about building 

communities". Y Y

17 D15/26753 Fairfield Submission asks question about council/state/federal funding to address the Chandler Highway bridge duplication issue. Y Y Y

18 D15/26755 Fitzroy

Opposes the idea of duplicating the Chandler Highway because of the negative impact it will have on the Yarra Bend Park and future 

residents on the AMCOR site. Believes that the development should have a sustainable transport focus and discourage car use. Suggests 

some alternatives to the bridge duplication: The historic rail bridge, a relic of the Outer Circle Railway, should best be utilised within this 

new development as both or either of the following: a new LRT or heavy rail transport corridor for an orbital alignment linking Fairfield Stn 

to the proposed Monash Stn / pedestrian and cycle way. There still exists the land for such a rail corridor and its protection should be met 

before the commencement of any developments at the Amcor site. The Chandler Hwy bridge should be retained as an example of 19th 

century industrial engineering, while potentially serving 21st century transport needs. The Chandler Hwy for road transport could be 

diverted via a short tunnel beneath the Yarra River linking Heidelberg Rd better still traffic can be diverted via Burke Rd. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y



19 D15/26757 Fairfield

The submission relates to three key issues: Transport Infrastructure; Building Heights; and Childcare. The development proposal for 2500 

new dwellings will add further traffic congestion to the area and this needs to be planned for and managed in discussion with VicRoads 

and PTV. The proposed heights are out of scale with the existing area. The number of places being proposed for childcare is insuffucient. Y Y Y Y Y

20 D15/29854

The submission expresses dismay at the lack of attention or commitment to addressing traffic/transport issues within the area, 

highlighting an already "horrendous" situation in relation to congestion. The AMCOR development will add significantly to that problem 

without any actions or commitments from the developer, council, or the state government towards infrastructure improvement. Y Y

21 D15/29856 Alphington Concerned about interface of AMCOR development with Alphington Park. Unhappy with heights and setbacks in relation to this interface. Y Y Y Y

22 D15/29858 Ivanhoe No comments made in submission Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

23 D15/29860 Alphington

General submission covering many topics - would like to see more open space and farmers market. Concerned about ugly buildings and 

built form close to the river corridor. Y

24 D15/29867 Alphington

Objects to the proposal based on the following issues:  1. Refers to anticipated changes in travel behaviour as being inadequate in 

responding to the potential increase in traffic density arising from the development. There also needs to be a pedestrian crossing linking 

through to Alphington Station. 2. Dominance of single bedroom dwellings out of context with suburban character of Alphington and 

constitutes overdevelopment of site. 3. Building height of 14 storeys inappropriate. 4. Commercial land use on site inappropriate. 5. There 

needs to be a proper ecological assessment of the site and proposed development impacts. 6. The nature reserve should be twice as wide 

(incorporate wider setbacks from the banks of the Yarra). Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

25 D15/29871 Alphington Opposes the development based on same comments included in above submission. (See above) Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

26 D15/29877 Alphington

Language used throughout the document is vague planning jargon such as "preferred height" and not specific enough to give clarity as to 

what the outcomes will be. Questions the 4.5% public open space contribution and what this consists of in the plan - river bank, road 

space, etc? Inadequate provision of open space for an extra 5,000 people on the site. Traffic: Questions the traffic modelling which 

suggests reduction in traffic flows in future based on paople finding alternate routes and also highlights that Chandler Highway duplication 

is beyond the scope of the proposed development, being a state government responsibility. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

27 D15/29883 Ivanhoe

Questions how the development will address the signficiant increase in traffic due to increase in number of residents/population, 

shoppers and workers, on an already highly congested road network. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

28 D15/29887 Alphington

Submission raises several issues. 1. Location of School: several points made about the location of a proposed Primary School and the many 

considerations that should be taken into account including amenity of nearby residents from noise, proximity to open space, access for 

students and parents. 2. The impact of the anticipated increase in population on existing infrastructure within the area as well as the 

needs of the new population in terms of community facilities, open spaces and services (medical, etc). 3. Housing diversity and 

affordability - the submission states that housing diversity has not been addressed and highlights the objectives of Plan Melbourne in this 

regard. 4. Traffic impacts on Heidelberg Road, Chandler Highway and Grange Rd are not adeqautely addressed or modelled and states that 

Council should seek further studies from VicRoads. Also suggests that a traffic study of the local road network south of Heidelberg Rd and 

the potential impact of the development on the local street network is required. 5. Review the setback requirements for the Yarra River 

corridor. 6. Concerned about the impact of left-hand turn slip lanes on cyclists on Heidelberg Rd. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

29 D15/29892 Alphington

Concerned about the capacity of existing road network and ability to cope with increased traffic volumes from the AMCOR development, 

including the local street network. Also concerned about the impact of new residents on existing public transport infrastructure and 

services and its ability to cope. Concerned about the capacity of Heidelberg and Grange Roads, as well as Chandler Highway even with 

upgrades to the highway and level crossing / grade separation. Asks a number of questions relating to the following issues: traffic 

congestion; additional train services on Hurstbridge line; additional sets of traffic lights; traffic impact study for the surrounding local 

streets; what supermarket will occupy the retail space - will it be a large or smaller size supermarket such as an IGA / Aldi? Generally, they 

feel that their concerns are shared by many of the local residents in the Alphington area Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

30 D15/29895 Alphington

Concerned about vague wording and lack of certainty outlined in the plan. Highlights that local residents chose the area because of its low 

density character and access to open space and other amenities. Not opposed to change but concerned about the "fluidity" of the 

development plan. Wording relating to the education and sporting precincts as "possibilities" are too vague. Open space next to river 

banks inappropriate for children. Would like to see better sporting facilities for the local community. Generally concerned about the 

planning for the area and particularly how pedestrian and cycling connections are addressed and the provision of car parking and its effect 

on traffic volumes within the area. Y Y Y Y

31 D15/29900 Alphington

Concerned about the vague language used in development plan. Amount of public open space is minimal and includes the river and roads. 

Serious concerns about traffic management and Chandler Highway bridge. Concerned about housing close to the river. Y

32 D15/29905 Fairfield Two main concerns are traffic congestion and the proposed building heights which are out of charcter with the area. Y Y



33 D15/22909 Fairfield

Totally opposed to development if it proceeds without the enhancement of the Chandler Highway bridge. State government, VicRoads 

and Council should be taking responsibility for enhancements to the roads and public transport links in negotiation with the developer. Y Y

34 D15/29913 Alphington

Very little open space proposed in the plan but refers to areas of existing open space. Disbelief at the nature of the traffic plan. Disagrees 

with proposed building heights. Y Y Y

35 D15/29916 Ivanhoe

States that the AMCOR project should be an exciting project on a large site but has little reference to cycling paths and could be an 

opportunity to link with the river corridor for cyclists/commuters. The provision and design of parking throughout the plan contradicts the 

idea that "sustainable transport is a priority...". Opportunity to identify a strip of land to duplicate the highway is not apparent in the plan. 

The treatment at the river corridor/edge is also a concern as it doesn't respect the natural characteristics of the river corridor presenting a 

hard edge from development. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

36 D15/29919

Expresses disappointment at role of Darebin Council in this process. Concerned about the height of buildings on Heidelberg Road that will 

overlook her property on the northern side. Expresses concern about traffic situation on Heidelberg Rd and wants to see more discussion 

with Darebin Council. Y Y Y

37 D15/29924 Clifton Hill

Public access to the Yarra must be maintained and protected for all users. Schools for exsiting and new residents (children) must be 

planned for and land set aside for this purpose. Planning for increased frequency of buses needs to be undertaken (in response to the 

potential increase in demand) and pedestrian and cycle links need to be well designed and planned. Y Y Y Y Y Y

38 D15/30523 Fairfield

Traffic already extremely busy and the road network will need to be redesigned to cope with an additional 4800 residents. The traffic 

assessment does not adequately address traffic and access to the Eastern Freeway via the Chandler Highway. Y Y

39 D15/30526 Fairfield

Concerned about traffic and the impact of development on the local road network which is heavily congested during peak times. Also 

concerned about capacity of public transport to cope with influx of new residents. Y Y

40 D15/30528 Project is too dense and will introduce too many cars to the area. Y Y

41 D15/30529

States that the Chandler Highway is a major bottle-neck in Melbourne. Does not object to the development as long as there are 

improvements to transport infrastructure. Y Y

42 D15/30532 Fairfield

Disagrees with proposed dwelling density and proportion of single and two bedroom and apartments. Traffic management not adequately 

addressed. Pedestrian access to train station should be addressed more appropriately. Alphington Park unable to cope with the increase 

in population. Open space provisions should not include existing river corridor or proposed internal road network. Y Y Y Y Y

43 D15/30533 Alphington

Major concern is impact on traffic conditions and transport infrastructure without any involvement from state government agencies. Also 

concerned about population density and that there could be more residents than stated. Y Y

44 D15/30535 Alphington

Chandler Highway Bridge is inadequate and has needed upgrading since the 1970s. Inconceivable that development can proceed without 

bridge duplication. Opposed to "ultra dense" housing and shopping community. Y Y

45 D15/30540 Supports the proposed development but believes the Chandler Highway should be improved first. Y Y

46 D15/30543 Alphington

Concerned that the proposed development will adversely affect the area. Addition of 5,000 people will have an impact on surrounding 

areas and potentially negatively if not properly planned for. Lack of housinig diversity. Assumptions made in traffic modelling are based on 

alternative routes and are unfounded. Retail floorspace should have more than just a supermmarket and forms of retail essential to the 

community. Y Y Y Y

47 D15/30546 Alphington

Fears that the precinct will become a ghetto with high density development consisting of one and two bedroom apartments full of renters 

who have no investment in the area. Alphinton will become like Richmond or Fitzroy with the concentration of apartments those areas 

have. No vision and lacks open space. Disagrees strongly with heritage value placed on (red) brick building fronting Heidelberg Road. Y Y Y Y Y

48 D15/30548 Kew

Comments about over-population of the site and multi-storey buildings. Major concern is transport, traffic congestion and traffic 

management. As users of the LaTrobe Golf Club and general area, are concerned about the traffic impacts from 4,800 new residents. Feels 

that planning by VicRoads is well behind. Y Y Y

49 D15/30551 Alphington Concerned about traffic and noise as property backs on to the site. Asks question about providing higher fences for their property. Y Y

50 D15/30553 Fairfield

Very concerned about the proposed development. Building heights out of character with the area. Traffic and transport is a major issue 

and concern (Chandler Highway and Grange Rd). Public transport services will need to be increased as well as schools and parking. 

Protection of the Yarra River corridor another issue to consider. Y Y Y

51 D15/30585 Alphington

Concerned about the impact of increase in population. Concerned that there is insufficient landscaping and green space and the Yarra 

River corridor should not be considered open as part of the development. Buildings should be built to last (50 years at least) and provide 

natural light into (habitable) rooms. Y Y Y Y

52 D15/30587 Fairfield

Concerned about population density which equates to 290 people per hectare. Open space referred to is exsiting open space (Alphington 

Park) and there is a lack of car parking. Y Y Y



53 D15/30588 Fitzroy

This detailed and analytical submission highlights a number of issues about the model of the proposed development, car ownership and 

car parking. The overall provision of parking on the site encourages car ownership, in particular the townhouses that propose to have two 

car spaces per dwelling. The proposed Alphington Paper Mill redevelopment when completed will house up to 4800 residents and 

additionally attract 1700 jobs on site. Importantly the forecasted daily vehicular trips made to and from the planned commercial and 

community hub is going to without any doubt impact on the existing road network as well as local residents well being or amenity. It has 

been estimated that up to 10,000 vehicular trip movements will be generated daily to and from the proposed Alphington Paper Mill 

redevelopment alone. Adding to an already at capacity arterial road network in the surrounding area thus compounding on an evident 

problem. It is reasonable to estimate that up to 90 % of the Alphington Paper Mill residents who commute daily to work / university etc 

would do so through the required use of a motor vehicle. This paints a disappointing picture when concerning MIT and road congestion 

for all arterial roads in the area. Conclusively this renders Alphington Paper Mill as planned so far to be a highly unsustainable 

redevelopment when concerning transport related issues. [Further detail contained in submission] Y Y Y Y

54 D15/30590 Alphington

Submission agrees with concept of infill development as it relates to the site but has two main concerns: Traffic and Building Heights. The 

14 storey element is too high and inconsistent with the surrounding area. The existing buildings along Heidelberg Road is equivalent to 

eight storeys and this is more appropriate to achieve the level of density for the overall site. Proposal for traffic lights along Chandler 

Highway seems illogical given that the Chandler Highway bridge will also be duplicated. Suggests alternative traffic arrangements to 

improve entering and exiting of AMCOR site. Y Y

55 D15/30592

Attended info session and appreciated delivery of information. Agrees overall with the redevelopment of the site but expresses concerns 

at the traffic modelling contained within the report stating that it's flawed. Concerned about setbacks from river corridor. Concerned 

about acoustic issues for residents west of Chandler Highway as well as access for current residents. Lack of public transport infrastructure 

planning. Impact of traffic from development and impact on exsiting residents. Suggests a number of further studies based on the issues 

raised. Y Y Y Y Y

56 D15/32098 Alphington

Objects to the development based on a number of concerns and issues: Concerned about right hand turns into and out of Coate Avenue 

being affected; concerned generally about changed traffic conditions for residents west of Chandler hwy. Also suggests that changed 

traffic conditions will encourage people to undertake u-turns and other bhaviour to access the local side streets. Traffic activity relating to 

the comemrcial component of the development is not taken into account. Little mention of the Chandler Hwy Bridge or duplication, nor 

grade separation of Grange Rd rail crossing. Concerned about the lack of consilidated open space on site. Alphington Park will be expected 

to accommodate the extra 5,000 residents. Also the impact on sporting facilities from increased population and demand. Disagrees with 8 

storey height for residential apartments along Chandler Hwy. Questions the retention of the boiler house as heritage. Objects to the 

amount of retail and commercial floorspace proposed as part of the development. Objects to the lack of affordable housing for families 

and is concerned about lack housing diversity. Y Y

57 D15/32107 Alphington

Concerned about the number and type of housing and overall resident/population density on the site. Concerned that population 

numbers will stretch existing public transport, education and community services. Criticises elements of the housing diversity report which 

makes comparisons with other suburbs not relevant to Alphington. Comparisons with inner suburbs such as Fitzroy and Carlton are 

unfounded. Y Y Y

58 D15/32111 Alphington States that Yarra Council need to discuss the disused rail reserve with Darebin and Victrack in terms of future pedestrian cyclist use Y Y Y

59 D15/32115 Fairfield

Criticises process stating 28 days is insufficient to look at the plans in detail. Concerned about population density. Concerned about the 

lack of integration of the site proposal with any aspect of the surrounding context - public transport, traffic, etc. Site could be an example 

of ESD (sustainability) but isn't. Lack of genuine open space in the plan. River front (open space) too narrow. Are the road public spaces? 

Concerned (alarmed) that existing wall frontage on Heidelberg Road is to be retained. There are substantial delays for traffic on 

Heidelberg Rd and Chandler Highway. Concerned about the future of Chandler highway bridge and unclear about VicRoads or developers 

position on this. Questions claims by developer that this is a "transport oriented development". Distance to train station, walkability and 

frequency of bus services mean that car use will inevitably be high. Concerned about dwelling size and future demographic mix. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

60 D15/32119 Fairfield

Concerned about traffic congestion, particualrly along Chandler Highway which is regarded as the worst congestion point in Melbourne. 

Development will add 4,800 residnets to the area and further exacerbate the traffic problem. Dangerous for cyclists accessing the bridge. 

Lack of guarantees or commitments to fix any of the traffic issues within the area. Strongly objects to proposal. Y Y

61 D15/32123 Fairfield

Concerned about traffic (Chandler Hwy / Heidelberg rd) and lack of serious open space on development site. Public transport services are 

currently poor and cars will be used. Y Y

62 D15/32126 Alphington

Concerned about building heights on Heidelberg Rd. as it will affect the amenity of their property across Heidelberg Rd. The development 

will have a substantial impact on the area.  Believes that there is not enough diversity in housing on the site. Car parking rates will 

encourage car use with close to one car space per dwelling. Increase in traffic will create issues local residents/street network. Chandler 

Highway needs upgrading. Community facilities needs more attention. Sustainability an important issue not addressed. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y



63 D15/32130

14 Storey building is excessive. Proposes changes in building heights so that population can still be accommodated whilst lowering 14 

storey element of proposal and re-configuring other parts of the site, namely the Park Precinct. Transport infrastructure unable to cope 

with a development of this size. Suggests a number of proposals to improve traffic conditions including the suggested bus routes within 

the plan. Y Y Y Y Y

64 D15/32156 Alphington

Misses opportunity to be a showcase for sustainable development which is something of value to local community. New primary scool is 

essential and catering for 180 is insufficent (will not meet demand). More open areas (open/public space). Chandler Highway hazardous to 

cyclists. Lack of housing diversity. Significant trees should be protected. Unclear who will maintain riverfront. Will Chandler Highway be 

duplicated?? Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

65 D15/32161 Alphington Comments relate to Chandler Highway duplication and state that the brudge urgently needs to be duplicated to improve traffic conditions. Y Y Y Y

66 D15/32175 Alphington

Worried about cumulative effect of number of dwellings proposed and effect of increased traffic and metions Jika Jika Hotel 

(Development?) Y Y

67 D15/32180 Kew East

Too dense and too high (over development). Concerned about policing and security and a potential terror threat. Traffic management an 

issue and open space should be green space. Y Y Y Y Y

68 D15/32183 Alphington The size of the development is of concern and traffic congestion is a major concern.

69 D15/32186 Alphington

Development has an emphasis on one and two bedroom apartments which changes the demographic mix in the area. There is a 

cumulative effect of this development with other increases in density through new developments within the area. Planned open space is 

inadequate. Retail provision and parking provision for residents is inadequate. Provision of educational and open space for children is 

inadequate. Traffic management is poor and will lead to "grid-lock". Y Y Y Y Y

70 D15/32191 Alphington

Concerned about traffic in local streets and addition of 5000 residents will be an issue. Concern about Riverview Street and traffic 

management. Will Chandler Highway be widened? Y Y

71 D15/32194 Alphington

Concerned about number of proposed dwellings and traffic impacts on exsiting local residents. Would like more information about 

contamination of site and remediation strategy. Y Y Y

72 D15/32196 Alphington

Submission is on behalf of three sporting clubs: Alphington Football Club; Northcote Untied Cricket Club; and Alphington Netball Club. 

Submission relates to sporting clubs in Alphington and the curent and future provision of facilities to meet the demand of current and 

future population within the area. The submission calls upon Council to work with the sporting clubs/local community more closely to plan 

for future sporting and recreational facilities within the area and as part of the AMCOR development process. Submission highlights the 

lack of, and opportunity for, a new indoor sports facility as part of the development on the AMCOR site and that this might tie in with the 

identification of a community facility within the development plan. The indoor arena would help to cater for indoor netball and other 

court based activities. The sporting clubs aniticipate that there will be growth in demand from the current population without even 

considering future population growth. Y Y

73 D15/32211 Alphington

Supports the principle of higher density development close to public transport and appropriate infrastructure. Redevelopment of the site 

is viewed as positive for the now redundant site. Concerns lie in the level of planning for infrastructure around the site which already 

suffers from extreme traffic congestion. There has been ongoing speculation about improving the Chandler Highway but little has been 

done and there is no certainty around this. There is also not much comment on the effect of increased traffic on the local street network 

east of the site. There is also the issue of safety for cyclists and proivsions need to be made to protect cyclists as traffic congestion 

increases (potentially) within the area. Setbacks along the river frontage are insuffucient and should be increased to 50m in accordance 

with the original planning control. Concerned about the vagueness of the plan in relation to links with public transport and fears that the 

station is too far by foot for many people to be a realistic option. Y Y Y Y Y Y

74 D15/32214 Alphington

Concerned about the development plan which proposes to substantially increase the population with no commitment to supportive 

sustainable infrastructure in an area that suffers from significant traffic congestion. Concerned about the addition of a supermarket where 

there is already sufficient supply from Ivanhoe, Heidelberg and Northcote and this will also add to the traffic congestion. Development will 

adversely change the character of Alphington. Y Y Y Y

75 D15/32217 Alphington

Submission highlights and focusses on observed flaws within the development plan. Namely, traffic and transport, land use mix, design, 

open space, recreation and community infrastructure. Traffic modelling and management is based on some flawed assumptions such as 

traffic finding alternate routes and doesn't address the potential increase due to the new commercial facilities. The justification for 

housing diversity (one and two bedroom apartments) is flawed and without basis and is simply a way of justifying developing as many 

apartments as is possible on the site. Open space is insufficient and inappropriate forms of open space are employed in the design of the 

site such as linear spaces for movement and use of the river corridor as part of the overall proposal. Development also relies on the 

existing open space and recreational facilities with references to exploring future upgrades which the developer is not responsible for. 

There is limited capacity for improvement or expansion of the open space and recreational facilities provided at Alphington Park in the 

context of 5000 extra people. Also considered about provision of community infrastructure on the site. The developer should be providing 

some of the land/site for open space and community facilities. Questions the retention on the yellow brick buildings on Heidelberg Road. Y Y Y Y Y Y



76 D15/32220 Alphington

The amount of development vs open space is disproportionate. Submission suggests a number of smaller sized parks across the site would 

cater for the new population. Alphington Park alone is not sufficient to cater for the new population. There should be an increased 

setback from the river from what is proposed (at least 45m). Increase in population will cause significant traffic congestion. Calls upon 

Council to undertake its own traffic modelling and limit the size of the development accordingly. Y Y Y Y

77 D15/32222 Alphington

Focusses on three key issues of concern. Firstly, is Chandler Highway Traffic is already congested and at capacity. References to its 

duplication are based on assumptions and are not confirmed projects (that are responsibility of state government). Secondly, the Park 

Precinct facing Alphington Park should be reconsidered and kept as parkland. Thirdly, wants to ensure that development has enough on-

site parking for new residents. Y Y Y

78 D15/32224 Alphington

Concerned about a number of issues: the proposed number dwellings on site and resulting number of new residents. Lack of diversity in 

the housing with predominance of single and double bedroom apartments. Concerned about 14 storey building height. Pressure must be 

put on state government to improve Chandler Highway and Grange Rd level crossing. Another school campus should be built on site to 

accommodate demand from number of children. Y Y Y Y

79 D15/32226 Alphington

Thinks that overall the development plan is well put together but opposes the building heights on the basis that will be visually dominant 

and wil obstruct southerly views. Also opposes wording in development plan that considers the option of additional height. Y Y

80 D15/32227 Fairfield

Overdevelopment of site. Difficult for area to absorb another 5000 people. Infrastructure is currently under stress. There is a current and 

future need for schools, sporting facilities. Other problems with transport and shopping facilities. Traffic is at saturation point and 

Chandler Highway is a major concern. Y Y Y Y

81 D15/33122

Interested in the provision of affordable housing as first home buyer. Concerned about current and future traffic congestion along 

Heidelberg Road and Chandler Highway. Overall, the submission highlights the need to address the Chandler Highway as part of, or in 

response to, the development of the AMCOR site. Y Y Y

82 D15/33124 Alphington

Expresses concern that the development will not be undertaken in an environmentally sensitive or sustainable manner and disregards the 

impacts it will have on the local community. Inadequate public space within proposal as these are active spaces and not 

passive/recreational spaces. Population/residential density too high and buildings too high and concerned they may be higher than 

currently proposed. Concerned about traffic congestion in the local area. Will also impact on public transport services. Trains are 

overcrowded and buses are subject to significant traffic congestion. Generally concerned at the overall impacts the AMCOR development 

will have on existing infrastructure. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

83 D15/33126 Fairfield Proposal does not mention Chandler Highway Bridge next to site. Chandler Highway needs to be addressed as part of the proposal. Y

84 D15/33128

Letter/submission on behalf of Fairfield Primary School. Positive submission that encourages the developer and Council to assist the 

school and the Department of Education and Training to plan for future demand for places from the future community on the site. An 

understanding of the likely demographic composition will assist the school to be prepared for future students. We, at Fairfield Primary, 

are confident that the existing schools in the local area can, with the right planning and resources, support the Development. 

Independently of the Development, local schools have seen significant increases in enrolments and we are constantly engaged with the 

Victorian Department of Education and Training to ensure we cater for any future growth in our catchment area. With this in mind, we are 

keen to understand more about what the Development community profile may look like and how we need to tailor that engagement for 

additional changes in demographics brought about by the increased population. Y Y

85 D15/33132 Fairfield

14 storey building heights are out of scale with local area whilst the rest of the site is sympathetic with local area - doesn't excuse the 14 

storeys heights. Complete lack of accoutability with regards to traffic and transport including the developer, Council, VicRoads, anyone. 

The extra 4800 residents will exacerbate current traffic problems. Y Y

86 D15/33133 Alphington

Further consideration should be undertaken for the location of a school on the AMCOR site in relation to using the exsiting heritage 

buildings. Considerations such as natural light, noise, amenity, proximity to existing  school nearby and use of the park. Overall more input 

by Council into this is required. Further review and assessment of the potential impacts on all forms of local infrastructure needs to be 

undertaken. Traffic, transport, open space - all will be impacted by an increase in population. There is a lack of housing diversity on the site 

itself with predominantly 1 and 2 bedroom apartments. References Plan M elbourne in terms of Housing Choice and Affordability. There 

will be significant impacts from traffic across the local road network that need to be addressed. Local streets will also be impacted and a 

review should be undertaken. The original planning overlay has a 50m setback and this should be applied for the development. Slip lanes 

for cyclists need to be considered and reviewed. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y



87

D15/33134

D15/34165 Alphington

Submission seeks the installation of KEEP CLEAR markings at the Heidelberg Road / Clive Street T-intersection.

The submission seeks to address an issue arising from The Alphington Paper Mill Development Plan, particularly the Traffic Management 

Plan and associated Functional Layout Plan [Alphington Paper Mill Development Plan 2015 Volume 02 – Technical Report 07]. Post the 

development of the former Amcor Alphington Paper Mill, being propped on Heidelberg Road turning right into Clive Street will be more 

difficult and potentially more hazardous because the right turn traffic, particularly at peak times, will be blocked by queued traffic caused 

by the signalised intersection, including a signalised right turn lane, at the intersection of Heidelberg Road / Latrobe Avenue, only 30 

metres upstream (east) of the Heidelberg Road / Clive Street T-intersection.  On the major road of Heidelberg Road, it will only require 4 

vehicles to stop behind a vehicle propped to turn right into Clive Street to create a queue that will extend into the Heidelberg Road / 

Latrobe Avenue signalised intersection – a vehicle, pedestrian and bicycle intersection which is proposed as a critical key safe access link 

for the future occupants of the development. KEEP CLEAR markings at the Heidelberg Road / Clive Street T-intersection will be for the 

operational and safety benefit of the major road Heidelberg Road traffic and the Heidelberg Road /Latrobe Avenue signalled intersection. 

[Further detailed analysis of traffic conditions contained within submission] Y

88 D15/33138 Alphington

Road and traffic management issues are addressed across four municipalities and raises issues about the data and modelling. Too much 

density on site and 14 storey height out of character with local area. Lack of diversity in housing. Y Y Y

89 D15/33141

Road and traffic management issues are addressed across four municipalities and raises issues about the data and modelling. Too much 

density on site and 14 storey height out of character with local area. Lack of diversity in housing. Not enough green space on the site and 

generally not enough consideration of impact of 4800 people on existing community infrastructure. Concerned about ecology of the river 

corridor and setbacks from the river. Not supportive of increased retail floor space. Concerned about increased noise, increased 

population, increased traffic congestion. Y Y Y

90 D15/33143

Concerned about the following issues: traffic congestion, pressure on Austin Hospital (Heidelberg), need for new ambulance services, 

police station, school buildings. Council needs to have an input into some of these concerns. Y Y

91 D15/33146 Alphington

Concerned about 14 storey element of development proposal and Heidelberg Road/Chandler Hwy frontages. Unclear whether height will 

be limited to 14 storeys. Will the design be assessed against international best practice for the design of taller buildings? Will it be highly 

visible from a great distance and will cause overshadowing to the western of Chanlder Hwy. Highlights the significant traffic congestion 

and transport issues that already exist in the local area and the likely future impact from the proposed development. Provides detailed 

comments relating to the proposed traffic management and mitigation within the development plan and background technical report. The 

development has only two proposed exit points. The traffic impact assemesment states that the impact on the road network will be 

minimal and that Council must analyse this data in detail, and seek expert advice, as the modelling doesn't make sense. Asks what will be 

done if modelling is shown to be incorrect? Overall, the submission highlights that the scale and intensity of development with a mix of 

land uses including higher density residential, significant commercial and retail floorspace, and potential educational facilities, will have a 

dramatic effect on the road and transport network in the immediate vicinity of the site. The construction phase is also a concern and will 

potentially cause traffic congestion during the lengthy construction process. Concerned about the incorporation of a junior school campus 

into the development in the vertical format proposed. Questions the role and responsibilities of Council and state government in 

providing a school. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

92 D15/33147 Alphington

Development Plan states 17% will be devoted to internal road and public spaces. Comments on urban heat island effect and whether this 

is addressed in the plan through increased tree canopy (and reducing hard surfaces). A primary school may be required. Traffic issues in 

Heidelberg Road, Chandler Highway & effects through Darebin do not appear to have been addressed. Y Y Y Y Y Y

93 D15/33151 Alphington

Submission relates specifically to the loss of parking at Alphington Station as part of a redevelopment of the station instigated by VicTrack. 

Submission states that the car parking is needed. Y Y



94 D15/33186 Alphington

Detailed submission from the Alphington Community Centre outlining population forecasts and other data that highlights the need to plan 

for increased population in the context of existing community facilities. Supports redevelopment of the paper mill. In particular  welcomes 

the identification of a new community centre on the site. Have a number of concerns that consider must be addressed before the 

Development Plan is approved. The development plan should provide a dedicated space that can accommodate a 1,500sqm publically 

owned community centre that combines kindergarten and community meeting spaces. This should be somewhere in the order of up to 

3,000sqm of land area to accommodate the building, landscaping, outdoor play space and potentially associated car parking. The 

development plan should identify this space close to Alphington Park, consistent with the City of Yarra Design and Development Principles 

(2009). The development plan should identify spatial connection between the community centre and any new State School facility. Before 

any construction works commence, a Section 173 Agreement should be entered into between Council and the developer as to the 

location, timing and delivery of the publically owned community facility. This should include a dedicated location and time for delivery of 

the centre. The neighbourhood activity centre should be substantially smaller (i.e. a maximum of 5 – 8000sqm of retail space), providing a 

walkable based activity centre to serve local needs only, with significant growth in retail floor space being directed to existing larger 

centres. Regardless of the retail centre size, it should form a street based activity centre, that promotes community interaction and 

walkable neighbourhoods. Prior to any construction works commencing, a joint commitment between Council, State Government and the 

developer be made to undertaking identified service improvements recognised in the green travel plan. Priority of this improvement 

should be toward, pedestrian, cycle and public transport access. Urban design directions should reinforce the need for active pedestrian 

frontages to all streets, with the avoidance of internalised malls. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

95 D15/33221 Alphington

Concerned about the proposed heights in the plan along Chandler Highway which are currently five storeys but could go higher. 

Submission asks what reassurance is there in terms of whether building height will be increased and whether local residents will have the 

opportunity to object. What is the likelihood that the buildings will be taller than stated? Y Y

96 D15/34142 Alphington

Supports the idea of medium density housing and considers this essential to Melbourne. Supports the idea of mixed social housing. As a 

person who wants to "age-in-place" supports the idea of smaller apartments/dwellings as long as they are supported by easy and 

convenient access to public transport, good walking environments and a sense of community. Consider 14 storeys too high but 

comfortable with 8 as this is common overseas (Europe). Apartments need to be a reasonable size and affordable. Feels there is too much 

focus on roads and not enough on public transport at public meetings. Public transport services should be more frequent and addressed 

as part of the Chandler Highway duplication. Cycling conditions are bad and not addressed properly in the plan. Surprised at the inclusion 

of yellow brick buildings on Heidelberg Rd as having heritage significance. Welcomes the riverbank proposals. Development shouldn't be 

reliant on current open space in the area. Doesn't welcome Coles or Woolworths as part of the retail component but prefers a local 

shopping option. Parking on Heidelberg Rd might support the business role. Wants reassurance about site remediation process. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y



97 D15/34143 Alphington

The submission from Alphington Bowls Club highlights their longstanding role in the Alphington and wider community. Since 2009, ABC 

has been an active key stakeholder in community planning for the AMCOR development and has participated with Yarra Council and 

APMAG in developing and supporting a number of key planning principles for the site: Provision of adequate sporting facilities in 

Alphington Park (extension of the bowls club, more facilities for cricket, soccer, netball, etc); Provision of community facilities on site 

(community centre, care & government school); Protection of open space in Alphington Park; Environmental & sustainability of the overall 

site; Sensible traffic management (incl current bottleneck fixes); Facilities that service existing and new communities. ABC has adopted a 

realistic approach in accepting the major changes to the local and broader communities impacted by this massive project. There are major 

challenges and obvious benefits for our club and whilst we accept change, this cannot and should not be to the detriment of our club 

members and the local community who support ABC. Before performing any analysis of the proposal, ABC express concerns with the 

population forecasts provided which (a) do not factor in organic local growth (b) ignore current and planned other dwellings under 

construction and (c) use a final population estimate which is unreliable. Asks that council and the working group provide robust population 

forecasts which include all areas impacted in this development. The Community infrastructure report fails to fully address the key issues 

facing the provision of recreation facilities. The development must consider the need to accommodate other popular sports such as 

netball and basketball (high participation social sports that link to the single dwelling demographic); hence a case for a purpose built 

indoor court /gym on the site. ABC estimates the lack of open space allocated for any form of physical activity on the site (except for a 

'possible' gym) to be a major (issue/concern). Consider that Alphington Park is basically one local football oval - used for soccer in winter 

and cricket in summer (Australian Rules ceased here in the 1970's). One oval is provided to serve the needs of the new 4,800 residents 

and the current 4,200 locals; a typical Australian Rules oval is 135–185 metres long goal-to-goal and 110–155 metres wide wing-to-wing 

(source - Wikipedia) . A quick calculation shows 135 x 110 = 14,850sqm. Using a population of 6,471 per the proposal suggests 2.3sqm per 

resident - however a more accurate estimate is just under 2.0sqm. Whilst this is greater than other parts of Yarra, this project is about the 

impact on Alphington and not Fitzroy or Collingwood. Summary - There are many aspects of the proposed development plan which when 

viewed objectively, contain flawed planning assumptions which severely impact the existing and planned communities. As concerned and 

impacted community representatives, we believe that unfortunately the developers appear to have favoured quantity rather than quality, 

particularly in the number of dwellings and commercial areas and at the expense of open space and community facilities.

98 D15/34160

Refers to the Community Infrastructure Assessment (CIA) prepared by ASR Research Pty Ltd on behalf of Alpha

APM No. 2 Pty Ltd and Alphington Developments Pty Ltd. In relation to the recommendation contained in the CIA we make the following 

initial comments, we have not been involved in any discussions with ASR Research Pty Ltd or Yarra City Council regarding this 

recommendation. Requests further discussions with Yarra CC regarding a childcare facility site. Yarralea is concerned about the proposed 

location on the site for the following reasons: the proposed location for the early years facility is in the busy north-eastern section of the 

site. This is also close to the location reserved for the shopping precinct. Therefore, there could be traffic and access issues, and noise and 

pollution issues from nearby main road.  Concerned about the lack of detail in the plan and that third party rights disappear during the 

planning permit stage.  Concerned about potential traffic issues if Yarralea remians in its current location. The CIA contains a number of 

factual inaccuracies regarding Yarralea. Y Y Y

99 D15/34163 Alphington APMAG - Summarised Separately 

100 D15/35258 North Fitzroy

Plans indicate excessive housing density on the site. There was no reference to heights on the plans in some areas. Fourteen storeys is too 

high and will be out of context. There is a lack of public open space on the site and the river bank should not be included as open space. 

Provision of a primary school is unclear. Concerned about impact on existing open space - Alphington Park. Overall, a submission 

exoressing concern about the scale and potential impacts of the proposal from a significant increase in population. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

101 D15/34168 Alphington

States that most of the plan looks good but seriously questions the proposed 14 storey height on Heidelberg Rd which is out of character 

with the Area. The predominance of one bedroom apartments is a concern because of the demographic implications (lone person 

households, students, couples without children). Concerned about the number of residents and provision of adequate community 

facilities incuding a school. Very concerned about the traffic impacts from the development with additional cars and hwo sets of traffic 

lights will affect the already congested road network. Y Y Y Y Y

102 D15/34170 Alphington

Makes positive comments about the information session but notes that there is a lack of coordination between Council and state 

government on this project. Makes note of Council's comments about many issues that are outside of Council's responsibility (e.g. 

Chanlder Highway bridge). States that there will be minimal demand for services in City of Yarra and demand will be for services in 

Darebin - Kindergartens, libraries, schools, etc. Not opposed to there being sharing of existing services but concerned about the pressure 

that could arise from new demand and the need to plan for this. Traffic is a big concern and bus routes, services and stops should be 

planned for and potentially increased to accommodate new demand. States that it is not good enough to defer or pass responsibility to 

the state government. Y Y Y Y



103 D15/34172 Alphington

The language used is vague and doesn't give certain outcomes (e.g. Preferred maximum height). Concerned about the developers 

definition of public open space and questions that the river edge has been included as well as internal streets and paths. More adequate 

open space is needed given the dramatic increase in population envisaged. Concerned about traffic flow and movement and notes that 

duplication of Chandler Highway is the responsibility of state government. Questions the traffic modelling in the background report that 

states that traffic volumes at some times of day will be reduced post development. Concerned about the provision of affordable housing 

on the site and how that is defined by the developer. Concerned about lack of clarity in riverside area and how this will be designed. 

Buiding heights are excessive. Concerned about the lack of community infrastructure and highlights the need for an indoor sports facility. 

Wants to ensure that there is a genuine process for considering submissions. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

104 D15/34803 Alphington

Wishes to object to the proposed development for the following two reasons: 1. Heritage - there are no significant heritage buildings 

other than the 1880s red brick boiler house. The building towards Heidelberg Road only set a precedent for height. 2. The traffic 

management plan is without merit and credibility. Y Y

105 D15/34806 Ivanhoe

Concerned about the impact of large development and increase in population on traffic and public transport. A significant increase in 

population will impact on the local road network, including Chandler Highway, and on public transport services and their ability to cope 

with increased demand. Traffic flow through the area and towards Kew is highly congested. Concerned about impact of new demand on 

public transport (buses and trains). Concerned about slip lanes and conflict with cyclists (safety). Y Y Y

106 D15/34818 Alphington

Local resident has a number of concerns about the proposed development. Concerned about the impact of a potential bridge duplication 

if it occurs on the western side of Chandler Highway. Developer should be responsible for road widening to the east of the Chandler 

highway. Existing intersection at Chandler Hwy and Heidelberg Rd needs improving. Proposed density on the site is excessive as are the 

proposed heights of 5-8 storeys. Dwelling numbers should be reduced and in turn population. Highlights traffic conditions as major 

problem. Open space and community facilities should be enhanced. Traffic modelling assumption that traffic will find alternate routes is 

unacceptable. Car parking is a serious issue that need to be properly addressed. Y Y Y Y Y

107 D15/34931 Alphington

Concerned about what discussions have had between the developer and other state government agencies considering the wider impacts 

the development will have. Traffic is a major issue and concern and highlights the ongoing issue with the Chandler Highway. Believes 

development should not occur until road is duplicated. Describes the idea of putting traffic lights at the proposed access point on Chandler 

Hwy as comical, as there would be a significant build up of traffic while the light was red. Comments on the predominant dwelling types 

and numbers on site and lack of open space. Concerned about how the pedestrian access will be treated along the Yarra River edge. Y Y Y Y

108 D15/34962 Alphington

Makes comments on the overall design of the masterplan. Site offers a unique opportunity for a sustainable well designed development. 

The developers are simply cramming built form onto the site without any consideration of good design. Concerned about the current 

Development Plan Overlay and its requirements. Compares the site to E-Gate in size and the amount of open space proposed for that site 

(4 hectares out of the 20 on site). Site should have more extensive solar panels installed. There should be plans to capture all rain water 

and not let drain into the Yarra River. Believes that development will have a more significant impact on local infrastructure than stated. 

Doesn't want to see concessions made in terms of building heights and provision of affordable housing. Traffic is a major concern. 

Highlights that in 2014 RACV identified Chandler Hwy as one of Melbourne's most congested roads. VicRoads have stated that no 

improvements will occur for four years. Concerned about the immediate impact the development and the number of proposed car parks 

on site will have on the local road network, including local streets east of the AMCOR site. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

109 D15/34964 North Carlton

(As an architect) is concerned about the potential lack of quality in design and architecture that will potentially occur on the site. The 

building height is excessive and will potentially overshadow and dominate the residential component to the south. There is also a lack of 

quality open space on the site. Believes that the residential component could result in sub-standard apartments that don't contribute to 

the environment or community. The site is an opportunity for a well design and planned project but will potentially be another "cheap-

build" development like many others recently. Appropriate, useable facilities should be integrated onto the site, rather than a token pre-

school. Feels that statements made by VicRoads and traffic engineers were unconvincing. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

110 D15/34967 Alphington

Building heights too high and will have amenity impacts. Inadequate infrastructure planning in terms of traffic, roads and public transport. 

Also local high school needed. Lack of community facilities including swimming pool. Y Y Y Y

111 D15/34969 Alphington

Fourteen storeys too high. Opposed to proposed housing density on the site and thinks there should be some single storey dwellings on 

the site. Concerned about traffic impact from proposed development. Disagrees with traffic modelling suggesting traffic will find an 

alternate route. There will be pressure on the public transport system. Questions the comparison in housing density made in the housing 

diversity background report. Concerned about the increase in demand on local community facilities and services. Y Y Y Y Y

112 D15/34970 Alphington

Concerned about traffic and changing the current configuration of intersections and turning points. Concerned about access to and from 

Rex and Coate Avenue. Also concerned about the proposed duplication of the Chandler Highway being on the western rather than eastern 

side because of its impact on the existing residential area and infrastructure west of Chandler Hwy. Y Y



113 D15/34972 Alphington

Not opposed to development and has looked forward to the site being redeveloped, expecting that it will become a benchmark 

development that compares to urban renewal projects overseas. Has five main issues of concern with the proposal: 1. Preferred Building 

Heights: would like to see certainty around the heights. 14 storey height is totally out of character with the area. 2. Environment and Set-

back from River: Set-back is inadequate would like to see the 50m set-back originally proposed by Council. Questions the 4.5% open space 

contribution being used for the setback from the river. ESD principles are disingenuous. 3. Density of the Development: makes a number 

of comments (and questions) regarding population numbers and services, facilities and infrastructure. Also comments on the masterplan 

design as it relates to site coverage and allowing for adequate areas of public and private spaces. Comments suggest that there will be an 

overdevelopment of the site, too many people, not enough private and public spaces. 4. The traffic report and plan included in the 

development plan is manifestly inadequate. Development will add a significant volume of traffic to the road network which is operating 

above capacity. The development will add pressure on all of the surrounding infrastructure, including the public transport network. 5. 

Retail: There will be an impact on existing retail precincts in the region. The development plan should allocate space for a school, medical 

and other community services. Identifying Alphington Park as open space is disingenuous. Commercial and retail floorspace within the 

plan is excessive. Overall, submission expresses disappointment at the state of the development plan which is vague and lacking in 

detail. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

114 D15/34974 Alphington

Believes that the Development Plan is narrow in its focus and fails to address the wider context of Alphington and Fairfield in terms of the 

impacts on the wider community. Y Y

115 D15/34975 Alphington

Excessively dense and overly tall development. Height is out of proportion with rest of the area. Too much allocated comemrcial 

floorspace. Questions the need for the amount of commercial floorspace. Traffic a major concern. Y Y Y Y

116 D15/34978 Ivanhoe

Resident from Ivanhoe wishes to express concern at the proposed development and impacts on the wider area. Acknowledges that the 

site should be developed and provide housing in the inner city. Expresses the following main concerns: 1. Building Heights: Concerned 

about the preferred height of 14 storeys and that these could go higher. Compares the height to the 1960s housing commission towers. 

Believes that Council should reject the 14 storeys proposed on the site and that all other parts of the site be limited to one and two 

storeys. 2. Traffic is a major problem and issue within limited access to Eastern Freeway. The Chandler Hwy is the key access to and from 

Kew and the Eastern Freeway and requires improvements but there is no commitment from the state government. 3. Public Transport: 

Concerned about the pressure on public transport which is already at capacity. Would like a guarantee of upgrades to services as part of 

the proposal. 4. Open Space: There appears to be no analysis on the impact of future residents ont eh existing local infrastructure (open 

space). The park is already well used by existing residents and there is concern about the effect of an additional 4,800 residents. 5. 

Schools and community infrastructure: Asks where children of all ages will go to school given that there will be a mix of people making up 

the new population. States that there are waiting lists at most of the surrounding schools. 6. Supermarket: states that there is no current 

need for a large scale supermarket. Also states that careful consideration be given to the type and mix of retail introduced that will serve 

the needs of current future residetns. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

117 D15/34979 Clifton Hill

Very concerned about the proposed development and impacts on community infrastructure, open space, traffic and the river. Local 

resident currently allows access to land at 1 View Street, Alphington for dogs to walk,etc. Feels that the increase in population will mean 

that this will have to cease and the property fenced off. Notes that there has been no ecological assessment along the river corridor and is 

proposed to be included as part of the 4.5% open space contribution. Also concerned about the use of internal walkways/roads as open 

space. Dismayed that existing community infrastructure is expected to cope with the demand from nearly 5,000 new residents. 

Concerned about the lack of detail about future demand on public transport services and impact on traffic in the local area. Also raises 

issue of Chandler Highway duplication and highlights this as being ongoing issue with no commitment or date when it will happen. Very 

concerned about the height of the proposed development at 14 storeys. States that Council should reject this proposal. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

118 D15/34982 Alphington

States that Council should reject the "unbelieveable" traffic plan put forward by the consultants. States Council should not approve the 

development plan until the state government and VicRoads have confirmed plans for the duplication of Chandler Hwy. Y Y

119 D15/34988 Alphington

Welcomes the idea of introducing 5,000 people to the area but has a number of key concerns with the proposal: Parking, Building 

Heights, Traffic, and Amenities. Concerned that development will have sufficient parking and not impact local streets. Concerned about 

excessive building height and impact on (their) property in Riverview Grove). Concerned about traffic management and sequencing of 

signals to reduce congestion. Concerned about the impact on local community infrastructure and overwhelming demand from new 

residents. Y Y Y Y Y



120 D15/35118 Alphington

Concerned about the provision of public and private space for the one and two bedroom apartments on the site. Proposed number of car 

parking spaces is inadequate. Neighbouring streets already struggle with parking for residents. Traffic congestion a major concern as is the 

suggestion that people will find alternate routes. States that there will be an over-supply of retail space, particularly supermakets as 

Ivanhoe is close by. Alphington Park cannot provide adequate open space for the projected population. There is no coherent plan for open 

space. The needs of the Alphington community have not been considered in the plan. States that the taller built form along Heidelberg Rd 

and Chandler Hwy will have a profound effect/impact on properties to the north from sound and visual dominance. Concerned about loss 

of privacy and amenity. Concerned about liveability of the site with insufficient open space and poor amenity for residents. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

121 D15/35301 Alphington

The number of dwellings on the plan is excessive. I request council revise the numbers down so that there are more detached, semi-

detached dwellings and townhouses and less apartments; and hence more in keeping with the suburb of Alphington. Traffic volumes in 

the "Transport Plan" do not appear to reflect reality.  I request council and Vicroads conduct their own independent research using traffic 

counter strips and other precise instruments to assist with estimating future traffic volumes. The "Transport Plan" notes that the labour 

government made a pledge of $110 million towards the Chandler Highway. With the number of new dwellings anticipated at the site, I 

request the council align the development of the site with the widening of the Chandler Highway bridge / bridge duplication. I also request 

that the removal of the level crossing at Grange Road occur at the same time to minimise disruption in Alphington, in the coming years. Y Y Y Y Y

122 D15/35304 Alphington

Long term resident objects to the proposal on a number of grounds: High density development - 88% 1 & 2 bedroom apartments 

inadequate for families. The major increase in retail floorspace. No net gain of open space to accommodate new residents. No creation of 

village centre which Alphington needs. The height of buildings along Chandler Hwy. New intersection at Heidelberg Rd that will stop right 

turns out of Coate Ave. Duplication of the Chandler Hwy bridge on the western side affecting proprties to the west. Lack of community 

infrastructure to cope with 5,000 residents. Lack of public transport. few areas for visitor parking. Retention of heritage buildings (so 

called) on Heidelberg Rd to avoid cost of removal. Inconsistencies in the traffic study. No obvious plan or design for the river front. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

123 D15/35305 Alphington

Concerned about a number of issues: current primary school is too small to cope with inreased demand from new residents. Plan outlines 

roads as open space and built form is too close to the river. Missed opportunities for the river frontage and public use of the area. A basic 

level of accessibility (for the disabled) would be advisable for all housing so that disabled visitors are accommodated. Chandler Hwy must 

be duplicated as soon as possible. Y Y Y Y Y

124 D15/35309 Alphington

Recognises the need for inner city accommodation but states that the density of the site is too high and will put a strain on local 

community infrastructure and open space. It will also change the demographic profile of the area. The height of development along 

Heidelberg Rd is too high and only stated as a preferred height. The commercial and retail component is excessive. Traffic problems will be 

increased and Chandler Hwy / Heidelberg Rd is one of busiest in Melbourne. There is no commitment or time frame for improvements to 

the Chandler Hwy. Mentions right turning lane into site off Heidelberg Rd as problematic. Public Transport is under strain currently and 

there is a lack of detail in the plan about how public transpotr will cope with additional demand. There is a lack of rationale for the 

addition of a supermarket in this location. There is a lack of parking to cope with the residential and commercial components of the site. 

Lack of housing diversity and lack of open space on the site. River setbacks inadequate. Expresses dismay about the nature of the 

development and seen as overdevelopment of the site, overly dense and insensitive to overall context. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

125 D15/35310 Alphington

Expresses a number of concerns about the development: 1. Height of the proposal and the fact that is "preferred" and could go higher. 

Negative impacts of taller built form (visual dominance, overshadowing). 2. Traffic and congestion. Heidelberg Rd and Chandler Hwy 

intersection known as one of worst in Melbourne. Significant traffic queuing occurs at peak periods including weekends blocking access 

points for some streets entering Heidelberg Rd and Chandler Hwy. Congestion from construction vehicles also adds to the problem. 

Highlights that two significant infrastructure projects need to occur which are duplication of Chandler Hwy and grade sparation of Grange 

Rd rail crossing, which is responsibility of state government and VicRoads. Specific Traffic issues include: Proposed access points to 

Chandler Hwy and Heidelberg Rd will join already congested traffic flows. Traffic modelling suggests that impacts will be minimal and 

states that Council should analyse the traffic modelling carefully. Traffic generated from both the commercial activity and residential 

activity will be substantial. 

126 D15/35311 Alphington

Believes that there needs to be a serious assessment of the traffic management plan with a commitment from state government and 

VicRoads that the Chandler Hwy and Grange Rd crossing be completed prior to the development commencing. Generally the traffic 

management planning is flawed and needs attention. Proposed building heights are too high and the use of the term "preferred" an issue 

of concern. Would like to see maximum of two storeys facing onto Parkview Street. Concerned that current infrastructure cannot support 

new population. There isn't enough capacity in the current schools to cater for influx of new students. There is also not enough open 

space to cater for needs of new population. Public transport issues also need to be addressed. Concerned about impacts on Yarra River 

corridor from built form being so close to the river bank. Believes that commercial component will adversely impact Ivanhoe and Fairfield 

shopping precincts. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y



127 D15/35796 Deepdene

The submission highlights the lack of useable open space in the development plan and that using the river corridor part of the site is not 

an acceptable provision of useable public open space. Highlights the natural sensitivity of the corridor and the issues associated with 

making it an area of public open space. Y Y Y Y

128 D15/35797 Fairfield

Concerned about the increase in population and its impact on local / community services. The proposed density of population on the site 

is out of character with the area. Development will cause traffic chaos on the already congested Chandler Hwy  and Heidelberg Rd 

intersection. No state government commitment to upgrade Chandler Hwy. Objects to the large amount of commercial and retail 

floorspace being proposed on the site and the extra traffic it will generate. The preferred height of built form along Chandler Hwy and 

Heidelberg Rd is excessive and will become a prominent feature for the area and beyond. Urges Council to limit the size of the 

development to maintain the high standard of living generally enjoyed in the area. The rationale for a large supermarket on the site is 

unjustified given other large supermakets nearby. The proposal is lacking in housing diversity. There is unsufficient open space on the site 

and encroaches too close to the river bank. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

129 D15/35798 Alphington

Proposed built form too high at 14 storeys and it is not clear that this is the limit. The chimney currently on the site can be viewed from a 

distance and built form of 14 storeys will also be highly visible at a great distance. Built form will overshadow residences on western side 

of Chandler Hwy. The Heidelberg Rd/Chandler Hwy intersection is already highly congested and block off traffic trying to enter from local 

streets. Traffic situation has worsened oevr the last 5 years and recent development and construction has added to the problems with 

congestion. Traffic congestion issues with the Heidelberg Road/Chandler Highway intersection can really only be addressed with major 

infrastructure works to Chandler Hwy and Grange Rd crossing. There has been no commitment from state governmnet or VicRoads in 

terms of either project. There is a lack of planning or coordination with PTV in terms of improving public transport services to cater for 

new residents/population. There is a lack of open space incorporated into the plan. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

130 D15/35799 Fairfield

Concerns include: proposed housing diversity is lacking and the predominant 1-2 bedroom apartments will create a demographic that is 

out of character with Alphington which is a family based suburb. Preferred maximum of 14 storeys is too high and 5-6 storeys (which has a 

human scale and is typical of Europe) would be more appropriate. Would like to see a pedestrian/cycle path extended beyond the site 

along the former rail line to connect with current stations along the rail line. Suggests that part of the site be used for road widening and 

that Council and VicRoads should use the opportunity to see that this happens. States that linear open space is "fine" but more 

useable/active open would be better as part of the proposal. Concerned about riverside public access and the minimum setback distance 

from the river bank. States that the overall concept has merit but nothing is fixed and could change at a later stage. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

131 D15/35800 Alphington

Has a number of objections to the proposal: Lack of open space. Proposed height and density. Proposed active transport connections. 

Traffic Management for Chandler Hwy and Heidelberg Rd. There is no provision of recreational open space within the development 

proposal. A residential population of 5,000 on the site will place excessive demand on existing infrastructure. Proposed cycling 

connections are poor and using existing cycle lanes on west side of Chandler Hwy is not a good concept. Cycling should be incorporated 

into the plan more effectively. Traffic management for Chandler Hwy and Heidelberg Rd. The proposed cycling connections are poor.  The 

proposal appears to be to use the western side of the Chandler Hwy and propose to make use of the existing bicycle lane. Building height:  

The proposed height of 14 levels is out of character with the area.  There is no reference precedent for this level of density and height 

within the Alphington area. Additionally, there is minimal provision for future residents in terms of education, a potential doubling of the 

population of Alphington without provision for educational facilities other than childcare through lower primary is insufficient to meet the 

needs of the development.  The existing educational facilities will not meet demand. Proposed traffic volumes are unrealistic and the 

intersections, and traffic flows are poorly understood in the transport reports.  This is evidenced by the proposal of new intersections with 

uncontrolled slip lanes and the removal of the right turn for Coate Ave onto Heidelberg Rd. The proposal to have any uncontrolled lanes at 

intersections with congestion of the nature of Heidelberg Rd/Chandler Hwy is ludicrous.  The slip lanes proposed will create huge 

congestion as drivers exit the Paper Mill site in greater numbers than described in GTA reports.  Drivers will fill road space as lights change 

and prevent traffic from Grange Rd and Heidelberg Rd entering Chandler Hwy.  This will result in massive congestion forcing peak traffic to 

queue well beyond the current Separation St on Grange Rd, and well past Station St on Heidelberg Rd.  Slip lanes on Heidelberg Rd and the 

proposed exit from Paper Mills to Chandler Hwy are totally unacceptable.   Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

132 D15/35801 Alphington

Oversupply of one and two bedroom apartments driven by desire for profit from selling to international investors. Lack of open space and 

greenery in development proposal. Developers have included Alphington Park into the proposal suggesting it is part of their development. 

Does not take into account the need to duplicate Chandler Hwy. There seems to be limited consideration of Alphington Station and the 

railway line. Education facilities are minimal and will not cater to the needs of future residents. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

133 D15/35804 Fairfield

Number of one and two bedroom apartments will create a demographic shift in the Alphington area. Affordable housing needs should be 

met without multi-storey accommodation. Lack of parking will create problems within the area. Increased traffic on major roads will 

create further traffic problems. Traffic lights on Chandler Hwy will contribute to traffic delays and congestion. Locating a supermarket on 

site is unecessary as there are other local supermarkets at Ivanhoe and Fairfield. A supermarket will further exacerbate traffic problems. 

The "rural" aspect of the Yarra River in this area is in danger of being destroyed. There is a real lack of public open space. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y



134 D15/35938 Alphington

Objects to prevention of right hand turns into and out of Coate Ave. Inadeqaute and poorly researched traffic plans. Duplication of bridge 

should occur on eastern side of Chandler Hwy. 14 Storey built form is excessive. The increase in population of 5,000 should be restricted 

based on per cpaita needs and the availability of community infrastructure. Better planning for schools, open space, community 

infrastructure and traffic management should occur. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

135 D15/35940

Traffic in Alphington is atrocious. In favour of developeing the AMCOR site but traffic management and planning needs to occur. The 

Chandler Highway, Grange Road and Heidelberg Road all need upgrading. Concerned about the congestion in the local streets. Current 

infrastructure cannot cope with influx of people. Y Y Y Y Y

136 D15/35942 Alphington

Concerns relate to: 1. Design and scale of the proposal. 2. Lack of open space on the site. 3. Failure to provide community facilities. 4. The 

serious and unavoidable transport problems the development will create in relation to vehicular traffic, public transport and bicycle and 

pedestrian facilities. 5. excessive building heights, site coverage ratios and inadequate setbacks. 6. Excessive commercial and retail 

development. 7. Development sequencing. 8. Vague language used throughout the plan. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

137 D15/35945 Fairfield

Plans outlined are unsuitable for the suburb. They destroy the community and create significant traffic and public transport problems for 

the area. Acknowledges the need for higher density housing to accommodate population but feels that proposed site density is excessive. 

The state government need to improve infrastructure in response to population growth. Lack of open space within the proposal. Feels 

that developer has been dishonest in including river as open space, as well as the proposed streets. The riverfront is widely used by the 

community. Concerned about lack of coorodination from Department of Education in addressing the need for increased capacity of 

schools. State government needs to coordinate infrastructure improvements in the area: Chandler Hwy, Public transport, etc. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

138 D15/35946 Alphington

8-14 storey buildings are excessive in height and will be out of context with surrounding area. Information from developers was 

misleading. Density of dwellings and population too high and restrictions should be placed to ensure infrastructure can cope with use and 

demand. Objects to proposed changes in traffic conditions at Coate Ave. Developers traffic modelling assumptions are questionable, 

suggesting reductions in traffic based on alternate routes. Y Y Y Y Y

139 D15/35951 Fairfield

Development is significantly out of character with the surrounding area. Proposed density of population is a huge increase over that of the 

immediate surroundings, and the wider community. Heavily biased towards 1 and 2 bedroom units in what is predominantly a family 

environment. There is effectively NO open space provided on the site other than roads and pathways. There will be a significant negative 

impact on the river environment. To impose this increase of population on the existing recreational infrastructure is unacceptable and 

must not be allowed. Traffic in the immediate area is very bad and there appears to be no plans to improve the situation. Provision of car 

parking is inadequate. Y Y Y Y Y Y

140 D15/35952 Alphington

Concerned about the provision of 1 and 2 bedroom apartments in a family based suburb. The are no additional school or childcare 

facilities in the plan. Insufficient open space provided by the developer. Walkways and the river frontage are the only viable open spaces. 

No reference to the impact of this development on the river and wildlife. Too much retail/office space which will bring in even more cars. 

Lack of community and sporting facilities. Brick buildings along Heidelberg Rd not worth retaining. Heritage buildings along Chandler Hwy 

also ugly and not worth retaining. Public transport services are at capacity, buses infrequent. There are no direct bike paths to city but 

plan assumes people will use other modes. No cycling paths identified on site. Chandler Hwy at capacity and requires duplication. The slip 

lane exit from Coate Ave must be retained. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

141 D15/35953 Alphington

Concerned about vague language and in particular about Chandler Hwy duplication. Generally concerned about the lack of certainty about 

state government plans, or the developers, in terms of duplicating the road. Deveoper and VicRoads need to have discussions and provide 

certainty in the plan. Y

142 D15/35956 Alphington

Major concerns about the proposed AMCOR development centre around traffic and increased density. The area is already congested with 

appalling traffic flows along Heidelberg Road, and especially Grange Road during peak hours. The introduction of new sets of traffic lights 

is not feasible given the exisiting traffic problems. No provision in plan for improved public transport services and no sign of prioritised 

pedestrian and cyclist movement as stated. Proposed commercial hub will attract cars that need to park somewhere. Proportion of one 

and two bedroom apartments means there is a need for more parking per dwelling than if they were three and four bedroom apartments 

with families. Lack of housing diversity means a shift in teh demographic profile of the area. Setback from river is inadequate and should 

be at least 50m (as initially proposed). There is a lack of open/green space on the site. The development will double the size of the current 

population of Alphington. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y



143 D15/35962 Alphington

Concerned about a number of elements of the plan: No ecological analysis of river corridor and adjoining wetland, or impacts on river. The 

proposed density of housing and population on the site is excessive and will place strain on public transport and the road network. 

Believes that widening the Chandler Highway will NOT necessarily solve the traffic problems. Lack of housing diversity on site and will 

change demographic profile of area. Affordable housing is not affordable. Energy efficiency rating is low. Heights expressed are preferred 

and subject to change. Site coverage too much for riverfront precinct and lack of public access. Lack of open space and design of open 

spaces poor. Streets and paths are not adequate open space. Concerned about internal amenity of apartments and access to natural light. 

Potential wind tunnel from taller built form. All open space is linear and internal and appears as roads and pathways. The 30m setback 

from the Yarra River is measured from the edge of the riverbank as stipulated in the Development Plan Overlay (DPO) and cannot borrow 

from the 4.5% open space requirement. This is also flood prone land. The heritage building along Hedielberg Rd is "ugly" and not worthy 

of retention. Suggestions made in traffic report as to reduced traffic based on alternative routes considered ridiculous. Concern about 

effect on public transport and particularly train services. Overall, believes that the supporting evidence is insufficient and that there is a 

lack of planned services and infrastructure to cope with the increase in population. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

144 D15/35966 Eaglemont Dismayed to find out that the developer of the former Amcor site proposes to retain the brick walls along Heidelberg Rd. Y

145 D15/35970 Alphington Primary concern is traffic and the widening  (timing) of the Chandler Hwy Y Y

146 D15/36010 Alphington

Very detailed submission commenting on range of issues. As a cyclist strongly supports APMAG’s call for safer bike access and transit 

through the Chandler intersection. Proposes a cycle link connecting the new Darebin creek cycleway, via Lucerne Cres and the Alphington 

Park, through the development, safely across or under the Chandler and connecting to the capital trail the Fairfield boathouse. I strongly 

expect new education infrastructure to be provided for new residents, and would hope the developers were as enthusiastic for this 

service as they are for supermarkets. I believe the demand assumptions for the number of children residents of the site are well below a 

reasonable expectation. Strongly supports APMAG’s call for greater permeability through the site to the river and to the park for the 

whole community, and resist labelling as open space linear walkways like the ‘paper trail’ and the river path that are characterised by 

private home access. Does not support a large wall of continuous housing along the river, but instead suggest setback and low visual mass 

buildings. Community Infrastructure:  Alphington’s current community needs an indoor sports facility, and this has been established for 

some time. I support the broader call to take this opportunity to build overdue services for both the existing community, and the 

anticipated new total community. ESD: Strongly support APMAG’s call for a zero emission precinct, and grass roots integration of 

decentralised and co-generated power infrastructure. The basic thrust of the Economic Assessment doc is that population growth drives 

the need for supermarket shopping facilities. This document is merely a business case for supermarkets in Alphington, and does not 

question the value of supermarkets as compared to other retail options, or discuss any other economic impacts of developments on 

communities other than supermarket availability. Further detail in the submission, concludes with the following: Councils and Developers 

the world over are trying to identify what it takes to make cohesive and engaged communities. We think we have the secret sauce, and it 

is an important part of welcoming and engaging new residents so the divide between ‘new’ and ‘old’ Alphington is healed as soon as 

possible. APMAG asks the council to continue to enforce principles of diversity, integration and family affordability across the Alphington 

Development site. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

147 D15/36011 Alphington

Acknowledges need for housing and the opportunity the site presents. Has a number of concerns: Protection of the riverfront. Urban 

design and open space - linear paths and walkways are not active open space for recreation and leisure. Open space needs to be better 

incorporated into plan. Objects to tall buildings which will create wind tunnels and adversely impact open spaces and other areas. Lack of 

community facilities or planning for future infrastructure. No connection with vertical school proposal and areas of open space on site. 

Building heights across site are excessive and riverfront is poorly addressed in terms of buildings and public access. Lack of housing 

diversity on the site and minimal provision of affordable housing. Developer needs to discuss with DHS. Traffic management report is 

insufficient and provides no real plan to deal with traffic. Chandler Hwy needs to be addressed . The commercial component is excessive 

providing for the region rather than the local community. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

148 D15/36016 Alphington

Extremely concerned about the effects of a high density proposal/development on the local area and infrastructure. Welcomes a 

redevelopment of the AMCOR site but states that 2500 dwellings with some buildings up to 14 storeys is extreme. There will be increased 

traffis resulting from additional 4,800 residents and increased congestion along Chandler Hwy and Heidelberg Rd. Widening the Chandler 

Hwy will only resolve the current problems and not deal with additional traffic. Suggests a light rail through the site connecting across the 

river. There is andequate open space in the development plan. Alphington Primary School is currently "bursting at the seams". Additional 

capacity is required in response to the proposal. Other essential community infrastructure is required to cater for new population. There is 

inadequate open space and Alphington Park cannot cope with increased demand. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

149 D15/36018 Alphington

Concerned at Council's lack of interest at how this development will affect local community and residents. Rex and Coate Ave have a high 

number of residents and changes to traffic conditions access will have negative consequences for residents. Lack of open space in 

development plan is a concern as is high number 1 and 2 bedroom apartments. Lack of housing diversity is a concern. Y Y Y Y



150 D15/36019

Raises concerns about the proposed density of the proposal and its impacts on existing infrastructure. There is no plan proposed for the 

widening of the Chandler Hwy but the proposal will increase cars on the road. Impacts on public transport are unclear and no planning has 

taken place around this. Protection of the Yarra River environment needs to be addressed and public access maintained. More open space 

is needed on the site. High number of one and two bedroom apartments will mean many cars introduced to the area. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

151 D15/36022 Alphington

Supports a redevelopment of the site but feels current plan is "grossly inappropriate". The site will be overdeveloped and put strain on 

existing infrastructure in the area. Thinks that the site as planned will become a ghetto in 20 years. Feels that maximum number of 

dwellings should be 1,000 and a higher proportion of three bedroom apartments/dwellings. Y Y Y Y Y

152 D15/36028 Alphington

Has a number of concerns about the proposed development. Concerned about proposed changes in traffic conditions for Rex and Coate 

Avenues that would restrict turning and access. Concerned about high-rise nature of built form being out of character with the area as is 

the proposed density and housing type on the site. Concerned about the potential amenity impacts such as overshadowing. Believes that 

Chandler Hwy is not the cause of the problem but part of a much wider set of considerations relating to infrastructure in the wider area. 

There is no plan to facilitate cyclist access from the site to the Capital City Trail or connecting across the river. Y Y Y Y Y Y

153 D15/36034 Alphington

Proposal would be a huge overdevelopment of the site. High rise is not appropriate in this location alongside the river and adjacent to a 

green attractive existing low-rise suburb. Built form too high. Existing population would almost double but there will be no provision (or 

contribution) of infrastructure from the developer. The development will consist of minimal size one and two bedroom apartments. 

Melbourne has a gross oversupply of small low-quality flats. The price tag of $350,000+ for the smallest dwellings is too high for the poor 

to afford. Development will degrade the existing suburb both visually and through the impact of traffic. There is a lack of protection for 

the river corridor. Lack of public open space. Hard surfaces will cause storm water run-off (into river). Proposed commercial centre is too 

big and will negatively affect exist shopping precincts. Y Y Y Y Y Y

154 D15/36039 Alphington

Concerned about the effect of the development on local kindergartens, childcare facilities and schools. States that there is a current baby 

boom and shortage of community infrastructures - increase in population will cause a crisis. No mention of a kindergarten and local 

primary schools are full. There is a lack of open space provided on the site. Alphington Park not sufficient to meet the needs of new 

population and there is a need for both sporting facilities and recreational open space. Potentially a need for a gum and pool as existing 

cannot cope with new demand. Proposed built form is too close to the river corridor and public access should be maintained. "The 

proposed plan is a massive overdevelopment of the site. Heights are wildly incompatible with the character of nearby areas. There is no 

demand for so many one-bedroom flats; there is a glut of them in Melbourne. The commercial centre is disproportionate to the size of the 

suburb being created. Traffic will create jams and delays at the exit into Heidelberg Road, creating overload in surrounding streets. There 

is no proper social infrastructure. The riverside should be protected and enhanced as public land for the joy of the the whole community. 

This part of Alphington should not be covered with concrete and largely high rise buildings, which would be aesthetically worse than the 

industrial zone they replace." Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

155 D15/36041 Alphington

Concerned about lack of housing diversity and suggests Council mandate dwelling diversity on the site due to the lack of three and four 

bedroom dwellings. There should be a more balanced mix of housing across the site. Also wants bike storage included and better bicycle 

access. Would like to see a greater setback of at least 50m from the river. There needs to be a review of the impact a large increase in 

population will have on surrounding infrastucture. Additional infrastructure needs include: reasonable open space, medical and 

healthcare services, indoor sports facility, high quality and efficient public transport, and a library. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

156 D15/36048 Alphington

Submission discusses the effect of an increase in population on the feeling of community that Alphington currently has. There needs to be 

further assessment on the impacts of the development on local infrastructure and the surrounding community.  The planning of dwellings, 

retail space, community space and other infrastructure should be done within this framework. Would like to see examples of similar 

developments undertaken around Melbourne. Key concern is dwelling numbers and population density stating that there should be a 

maximum amount of dwellings allowed on the site. There is uncertainty in the development plan and housing diversity report about the 

total number of proposed dwellings on the site. States that the change in density from the current low-density character of Alphington to 

the much higher density proposed for the site will have negative impacts on the overall area. There is inadequate open space proposed 

for the site and the river and pedestrian pathways are not sufficient open space. Retail component is inappropriate for the local 

community. Lack of proposed community infrastructure such as open space and sporting facilities that foster a sense of community. The 

community infrastructure assessment understates the need for additional community infrastructure. Believes that there is a lack of 

parking in the proposed development. Concludes by highlighting the scale of the proposal and the need to coordinate the views of other 

Councils and state government involvement in the project. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y



157 D15/36067 Alphington

Concerned about the overall scale of the project and impacts on Chandler Hwy and the Yarra River. Accepts that site provides an 

opportunity for a retail/mixed use and residential development but believes that the long term consequences should be fully assessed by 

relevant authorities and not left to chance. The developer must be held to account and provide more to contribute to the surrounding 

infrastructrue and local community. Concerned about traffic access to and from Broomfield Ave. Worried that traffic will become even 

more congested and become hazardous for both pedestrians and cyclists. Rejects the idea that traffic will somehow decrease by finding 

alternate routes. Chandler Highway is a major river crossing and access point to the Eastern freeway. Heidelberg road is a major road, and 

increasingly used by cyclists. Very concerned about the ability of existing public transport to cope with such a significant increase in 

demand, particularly the Hurstbridge line, which struggles to cope in peak periods. Supports the idea of an improved access way for 

pedestrians and cyclists to Station Street, Fairfield, but asks who will provide this? Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

158 D15/36068 Fairfield

Concerns about traffic congestion and questions the assumptions made in the traffic report that states that traffic will be reduced when 

vehicles find alternate routes. Overall traffic will be increased and congestion will worsen. Questions the level of discussion between Yarra 

and Darebin Councils about this and other developments occurring in the area. Concerned about Chandler Hwy widening occurring on the 

western rather than eastern side of the road. Objects to a fourteen storey building on the site and question the vertical school that is 

proposed to be integrated into this building? Open space and play areas are essential for children on the school site. Questions the 

provision of open space and use of river corridor. Suggests an alternative to a Coles store being on site and potentially a delivery point 

instead. Concerned about any development along the river edge/corridor. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

159 D15/36070 Alphington

Expresses a number of concerns about the development: Any traffic management plan should allow (plan for) changes to the Chandler 

Hwy. Objects to changes to turning and access from side streets off Chandler Hwy. Proposed height is unacceptable and out of context 

with area. States that public transport services are infrequent and unable to cope with the increase in population currently. Concerned 

about the river corridor and current and future bicycle paths as it is a natural/sensitive corridor. Questions the heritage significance of 

existing buildings on Heidelberg Rd frontage. Also questions the heritage value and practical re-use of the boiler house on Chandler Hwy. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

160 D15/36115 Alphington

Development significantly too high along Heidelberg Rd & Chandler Hwy. Lack of dwelling diversity that will impact on character. Negative 

impacts on traffic from Melbourne's No.1 worst congested road (RACV). Questions heritage value of buildings on site. States that Chandler 

Hwy bridge duplication should occur before development occurs. Community facilities not evident in proposal. Not enough open space on 

site. Y Y Y Y Y Y

161 D15/36117 Alphington

Resident lives to the east of Alphington Park with views towards the site and appreciates the broad level design and potential for new 

"neighbours" within the area. Appreciates return of river to public ownership/access. Strongly objects to the proposed density and scale 

of the development in terms of both the residential and commercial components, in the context of the congested road environment and 

available amenities. Believes that site should have a maximum number of dwellings (1500). Urges Council to consult with all relevant 

agencies about all aspects of transport and other infrastructure. Strongly objects to the proposal based on the incraese in population 

being greater than the current population of Alphington. Existing guidelines allow 14 storeys preferred not mandatory. Would like lower 

heights next to Alphington Park and larger three and four bedroom dwellings. Asks for a maximum height of eight storeys on site. The 

design guidelines should include minmum floor areas and specify maximum number of dwellings. The proprtions of three and four 

bedroom dwellings are inadequate and wants to see more family friendly housing. Demans more sufficient parking numbers on site. 

Refers to the traffic congestion on both Chandler Hwy and Heidelberg Road and calls for an independent review of the traffic report. Finds 

the open space proposed in the plan highly inadequate. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

162 D15/36118 Alphington

Very concerned about the proposed traffic management for the development. Suggestions made in the traffic modelling for reduced 

traffic based on alternate routes are ridiculous. There are limited alternate routes in the area. The large retail spaces will also attract more 

traffic. Not clear if pedestrian pathways along the river will be public or private. No clear landscape or vegetation plans. Concerned about 

lack of certainty around building heights. Y Y Y Y Y

163 D15/36120 Alphington

Not enough public open space. River frontage is not useable open space. Additional population will put pressure on Alphington park. Offer 

of an education facility is hollow. Sees the vertical primary school as problematic and will cause a number of issues including further traffic 

issues. Fourteen storeys is too high and out of character with area. Send the developers back to the drawing board. Suggests that there 

should be more open space towards the river frontage and also an educational facility next to Alphington Park. Some proper space for 

passive outdoor recreation in the middle of the development. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

164 D15/36121 Alphington

Doesn't think current development plan is appropriate for the site. Over saturation of 1 bedroom and 2 bedroom apartments will attract a 

transient population. There should be significantly more 3 bedroom apartments and town houses to promote owner occupiers and 

families. There has been insufficient transitional housing between the apartments and existing dwellings on neighbouring streets. 

Insufficient open space on site. Installation of traffic signals between Heidelberg Rd and the bridge on Chandler Hwy will further delay 

traffic. Assertion that existing traffic will find alternate routes is flawed. Increase in traffic caused by the development with the proposed 

changes to the intersection at Heidelberg Rd & Chandler Hwy and the proposed new intersection on Chandler Hwy will result in traffic 

chaos. Proposed traffic plan does not deal with the traffic effects on nearby streets such as Yarraford Ave, Perry St, Tower Ave, and Coate 

Avenue. Developer ought to provide the land for the widening of Chandler Hwy and construction of a new bridge on the eastern boundary 

of Chandler Hwy. Y Y Y Y Y Y



165 D15/36125 Alphington

Bridge duplication should be built on eastern side of the existing bridge. Does not agree with the developers plans to alter the Heidelberg 

Rd intersection that will stop right turns out of and into Coate Ave. Does not agree with the plans for 5 to 8 storey buildings along 

Chandler Highway. Y Y

166 D15/36126 Fairfield

Need to improve cycling condition around the site not just on the site, including paths along Chandler Hwy. Would like to see the provision 

of a shared path along the old railway alignment north of Heidelberg Rd. Both Yarra and Darebin Councils should advocate strongly for a 

strip of land to be set aside for pedestrian/cycle access before it is sold of to developers. Y Y Y

167 D15/36127 Alphington

Major concern is related to external transport infrastructure and the ability to cope with additional population. Makes 

comments about the current transport congestion issues north of Heidelberg Rd. Comments on traffic conditions coming from 

the direction of Kew during the afternoon peak. Also comments on train capacity heading into city from Alphington Station - 

trains are usually full. Very concerned about the environment and sustainability. Concerned about the impact of large number 

of new residents on river corridor and the built fomr close to the river. Supports APMAG and is a member. Concerned about 

lack of open space and nature of public access and walkways through site to the river. Y Y Y Y Y Y

168 D15/36141

Concerned about the planned changes for the removal of right hand turns from Coate Avenue. The proposal would see drivers turning left 

on Heidelberg Rd, doing risky U-turns in Heidelberg at one of the little side streets, placing pedestrians and other road users at risk. 

Concerned about how proposed changes in traffic conditions will force drivers to make risky manouvres as well as threatening pedestrian 

safety. A better option would be to change the pedestrian crossing on Heidelberg Rd to a dedicated traffic light; removing the congestion 

from the Grange Rd/Heidelberg Rd intersection and installing a green/red arrow at Coate Avenue, to allow these drivers a safe exit onto 

Heidelberg Rd Y Y

169 D15/36143 Alphington

Stopping right turns out of and into Coate Aveune is unacceptable and the alternative is not only dangerous but impossible to achieve for 

residents. States that building heights should be strictly adhered to and Council enforce height limits. Bridge duplication should occur on 

eastern side of Chandler Hwy and developer should contribute some land to allow widening. Y Y Y

170 D15/36144 Alphington

Wishes to clarify areas of open space within the plan. Questions population numbers and density and impacts on local infrastructure. New 

infrastructure will be needed to meet additional demand: parks, medical services, sports facilities, etc. Co-locating schools with open 

space and sports facilities a good idea. States that original planning overlay along river has a setback distance of 50m. Concerned about 

"split" school (vertical school location) and potential traffic ussues associated with drop-off locations. Concerned about internal roads and 

ability to cope with traffic. Questions when Chandler Hwy will be duplicated. Concerned about cyclist safety and need for safe cycle paths 

on Chandler Hwy / Heidelberg Rd. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

171 D15/36145 Alphington

Has a number of concerns about the proposed development. Concerned about proposed changes in traffic conditions for Rex and Coate 

Avenues that would restrict turning and access. Concerned about high-rise nature of built form being out of character with the area as is 

the proposed density and housing type on the site. Concerned about the potential amenity impacts such as overshadowing. Believes that 

Chandler Hwy is not the cause of the problem but part of a much wider set of considerations relating to infrastructure in the wider area. 

There is no plan to facilitate cyclist access from the site to the Capital City Trail or connecting across the river. Y Y Y Y Y Y

172 D15/36147 Alphington

States that the development plan is incosistent with the Development Plan Overlay on a number of points including: Building Heights are 

exceeded in some areas and esign guidelines are also ignored. Council should strictle enforce heights outlined in the DPO. States that built 

form will have a negative impact on properties to the west. In terms of site coverage states developer is proposing limited articulation of 

built form and states that there will be a number of negative impacts including overshadwoing, wind tunnels, and poor access to natural 

light. There should be more open space and less site coverage. Believes that retention of 1954 boiler hous is unecessary and an attempt to 

get more height on the site. Heritage building on Heidelberg Rd also considered inappropriate tio keep. The DPO also provides for 

protection of the river corridor. The proposal is inconsistent with the DPO as it relates to the river frontage. The size of retail and 

commercial space proposed is overwhelming. The size of the supermarkets (both principal and secondary) exceed anything in the 

surrounding suburbs. The proposed supermarket will be come a regional attractor rather than local convenience option which will 

generate significant traffic. Town centre opportunity for Alphington has been missed.  States that the Alphington community, in general, 

has been accepting of the idea of redeveloping the site but with the idea that something(s) would be done to contribute back to the local 

community, such as community facilities. There are only vague plans for meeting rooms, and part-time occasional care and maternal and 

child health nurses in the proposal. Community infrastructure provided locally by Yarra City Council is currently insufficient for local needs. 

Highlights the significant local traffic issues and lack of planning for future increases in traffic. Turning out of side streets west of Chandler 

Hwy is already problematic due to teh busy nature of Chandler hwy. It is therefore critical that the likely traffic generation and likely traffic 

impact resulting from the development is understood, a requirement of the development overlay, and in this respect the Traffic Plan has 

failed and should not be considered. The critical assumptions that are flawed are: 1. Significant overstatement of the likely use of public 

transport or active travel versus car for the development site (mode share) 2. Significant overstatement of the likely internal trip reduction 

factor for the development site. 3. Significant overstatement of the likely redistribution of thru-traffic away from the site

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y



173 D15/36148 Alphington

Concerned about potential impacts of widening of Chandler Hwy on the western side and states will seek legal advice if negatively 

impacted. Lists a number of issues with the development plan: no VicRoads study of the impact (of Chandler Hwy widening). Duplication 

of Hwy should occur on the easter (AMCOR) side. Maintain all access points to their property (via a gate). Duplication on western side will 

reduce property value. Height of development will cause shadowing. Concerned about cutting down of indigenous vegetation. Y Y Y

174 D15/36149 Alphington

Concerned about the following issues: The projected number of new residents and number of one and two bedroom apartments on the 

site. The proposed building heights across the site. In sufficient consideration of traffic conditions arising from the increase in people in 

the area. Urges Council to stop the development. Y Y Y Y Y

175 D15/36152 Alphington

As a local resident is apalled at the housing density and traffic management presented in the development plan. Also objects to the 

proposed building height stating it is out of character with the area. Y Y Y Y

176 D15/36156 Technical submission based on gas lines - refer to developer Y

177 D15/36159 Kew

Objects strongly to the AMCOR development plan. Too many apartments planned and the population density is too high. Will have a  

negative impact on the amenity of the area. Not enough public transport in the area. Chandler Hwy cannot cope with existing traffic. 

Impact on the river will be negative and there is lack of open space on site. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

178 D15/36160 IVanhoe

Makes a number of comments about pedestrian and cyclist amenity. Comments on: Separation of recreational riders and pedestrians 

from those who ride for transport. Generally, safety of cyclists on Heidelberg Rd amd other main roads is a concern. Questions how 

bicycle paths will connect through the site and other paths beyond the site. Suggests reconfiguration of internal spaces and pathways. 

Suggests strict parking provisions to prevent parking issues during and after construction. Makes comments about design issues and noise 

abatement. Encourages development to achieve a higher standard of design. Y Y Y Y Y Y

179 D15/36343 Alphington

Concerned about traffic management as it relates to Rex and Coate Avenue. Other comments relate to the intersection of Chandler Hwy 

and Heidelberg Rd and the need to reconsider how this intersection is addressed in the future to resolve potential traffic issues. Also 

comments on the location and function of additional sets of traffic lights which will cause delays by their very nature  of stopping traffic. 

Submission notes that there is no mention of duplication of the Chandler Hwy and comments on the need to potentially use part of the 

site for road widening. Overall, the submission highlights the need for further assessment and analysis of the traffic management plan and 

the need to carefully consider the configuration of traffic lights and traffic impacts. Y Y

180 D15/36349 Alphington

Highlights two major concerns: The first being the DPO Overlay and provisions and states that the development plan is inconsistent with 

these provisions. The second concern relates to the inadequate analysis of the impact of the proposed development on the already 

critically congested area around the Heidelberg Rd/Chandler Highway intersection. Believes that the Chandler Hwy duplication needs to 

occur before other traffic measures are undertaken. Has major concerns about the process undertaken by Council and the developer and 

that communication is vague and disempowering. 

181 D15/36355 East Ivanoe

Objects to the proposal on a number of issues: The proposed number of dwellings and overall density of the site will place pressure on 

local services and infrastructure. The proposal will add significant traffic to Chandler Hwy and Heidelberg Rd. Development shouldn't 

proceed without dupliaction of Chandler hwy. There is a lack of open space proposed and the proposal relies on existing open space at 

Alphington Park. The river setback should be greater than 30m. The development does not make an assessment of other developments in 

the area and their cumulative impact. The provision of affordable housing is questionable. There will be too many one and two bedroom 

apartments creating a new demographic profile within the area. Building hieghts are a major concern and 14 storeys is excessive for the 

area. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

182 D15/36419 Alphington

the proposed development is a wasted opportunity to redevelop an old industrial site with a quality housing development and will actually 

decrease existing and future resident’s amenity through an inappropriate number and density of dwellings, poor road planning, lack of 

parking, and lack of green space. Objects to the increase in the amount of dwellings from previous proposals. States that the scale of the 

proposed retail and commercial component has expanded considerably and is too intense for the site and will generate traffic issues 

associated with those activities. Traffic management and planning for roads is poor and will impact major roads and local streets. 

Expresses disbelief at the lack of coordination between Council, the developer and state government (VicRoads) in resolving or planning 

for the Chandler Hwy duplication. States that there will be a high number of car owners as a result of the development and the 

demographic profile of the area when constructed. Provision of parking needs to be addressed. In general the provision of open space is 

lacking. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y



183 D15/36420 Alphington

Happy that site is being developed but raises a number of issues and concerns with the proposal. An increase in population can be 

supported but only if there is a sufficient increase in local services and infrastructure. Council needs to address the provision of sporting 

and cultural amenities for this area and this could easily be incorporated in the new development. 5-8 storeys along Chandler Hwy is too 

high and will create a visual barrier. Feels that building height is more integrated to the east towards Alphington Park. Retaining the tall 

built form of the boiler house is simply to set a precedent for other tall buildings. The traffic movement and congestion is already a 

significant issue in this area. Comments made about other developments in the area and stating that sustainable transport options are 

available but cars remain the dominant and often more convenient mode for many people. Proposal to eliminate the slip lane that allows 

traffic to turn right out of Coate Ave into Heidelberg Road would set up a dangerous situation of cars doing U-turns. Concerned  about the 

effects/impacts of changed traffic conditions on Rex and Coate Avenue residents. There does not seem to be adequate provision for 

increasing the capacity of the local primary school which is already on a confined site with no room for expansion. Comments on the lack 

of housing diversity on the site and opportunities it presents. Although duplicating the Chandler Hwy Bridge is not a Council issue, having 

allowed so much housing development on the western side of the bridge it is incumbent on the Council to now ensure that any 

duplication takes place on the eastern side. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

184 D15/36421 Alphington

Very concerned about traffic impacts stating that with a doubling of population the area will be gridlocked. Suggests light rail stop at 

Alphington Station. Concerned about parking issues around Alphington Station which is subject to redevelopment, removing parking. Ban 

on right-hand turn into Heidelberg Rd from Coate Av will be a big problem for the residents. Concnered about height and density. 14 

storeys is too high and suggests 4 storey maximum. Lack of open space in plan and will put pressure on Alphington Park. Needs park or 

recreational open space on the site itself. Suggests design of the development should incorporate soft natural colours to create calm 

environment. Other design suggestions are made (see submission). Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

185 D15/36422 Alphington

Submission from Alphington Netball Club advocating for sporting (netball) facilities and inclusion for female sporting participation - "Yarra 

Council is well aware of the lack of facilities for traditional female sports in Yarra and in the region, yet to date have not been able to offer 

a solution to enable Equality of Access for Women to  Sport.  Yarra Council has raised the possibility of a facility on the Amcor site as being 

a solution on  numerous occasions." States that there is lack of indoor sporting facilities in Yarra and many neighbouring Councils. 

Criticises the development plan for failing to acknowledge the need for sporting facilities in the local area. ANC believes that every girl and 

woman has a right to access sports and sporting facilities. We do not  accept that popping girls’ change-rooms into the local footy club 

meets the requirement to provide  access to sports. We do not accept that the lack of a current facility indicates that there is no demand 

for a facility. Y Y

186 D15/36423 Alphington

Concerned about traffic management and parking on the site and in relation to the commercial precinct. Questions how traffic flow will be 

managed. Suggests traffic enter via LaTrobe Avenue. Concerned that the pretence of people using bikes is false and that parking is 

necessary. Objects to height of the development which will reduce sunlight access. Comments on the difference between planning in 

Melbourne and Sydney in regulating the size of apartments. Concerned about the lack of respect for neighbourhood character and the 

size of dwellings. Also comments on the way the developer has incorporated exist open space and facilities to the east as part of their plan 

- misleading. Open space areas are a concern and roads are used as open space. Believes that the type and density of housing will lower 

values in the area. Urges Council to carefully assess the plans for this major development before approving, based on all of the issues 

raised. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

187 D15/36426

Comments on the heavy traffic in the area. Concerned about increased traffic and duplaiction of Chandler Hwy Bridge, as it affects the 

western side of Chandler Hwy. Opposes any plans to duplicate on the western side. Y Y

188 D15/37607 Alphington

Concerned about retention of the Boiler House and potential listing as heritage. Also concerned about retention of the pump house givern 

the submitters background as an engineer stating that is has resulted in pollution of the years. The Amcor site includes 2 boilers. The 

original 1880’s boiler house and exhaust chimney is a brick construction and could well be worthy of heritage listing, plus the structures 

are relatively speaking attractive. The large coal fired boiler designed and built in 1954 is a relatively a recent structure and cannot be 

described as an attractive structure for this area. Objects to retention of 1954 boiler house and pump house and questions its heritage 

significance. Y Y



189 D15/37620 Alphington

This is a detailed submisison outlining a number of criticisms in relation to various aspects of the development plan. Key issues include: 

1. Traffic Management and Asssessment (Traffic Impact Assessment); 2. Integrated Transport Plan (walking, cycling and public 

transport); 3. The Landscape Plan; 4. Design Guidelines. The submission provides a number of recommendations in relation to these 

elements.  Traffic has emerged as a major issue of community concern through the consultation period and APMAG has received a range 

of submissions expressing concern about traffic and the impact of the development. Concerned that the size and design of these technical 

reports may preclude members of the community having a genuine opportunity to analyse and respond within the public exhibition 

period. Critical of the GTA report and modelling contained within the report. In summary there is no adequate modelling of traffic 

included in the report.  Rather the report, which should be illustrating how traffic will be managed through the site, does not provide 

models that support any of the suppositions included. The report does not convincingly demonstrate that its Traffic Management Plan 

mitigates the effects of an estimated 1600 – 2900 vehicle trips in any given peak hour.   More specifically, the Traffic Impact Appraisal 

(p22) quotes 1610 vehicle movements in AM peak, 2592 in PM peak and 2913 midday Saturday peak. The Consultants suggest that traffic 

generated by the development will force traffic to other routes, such as Burke road, Punt Road, Bulleen Road and Princess Street, all of 

which have severely limited capacity to absorb more traffic. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

190 D15/37621 Alphington

Submits that Council should not approve the Development Plan for the Amcor Site on the basis that it has failed to provide a Traffic 

Management Plan (Traffic Plan) that is to the requirements of the Development Plan Overlay (DPO). The Traffic Plan has failed to meet 

these requirements due to the flawed selection of three critical assumptions used in the traffic modeling. Y

191 D15/37626 Alphington

Alphington School Council submits that proposed development not be approved without commitment from State Government, DET and 

the developer. The school is very concerned that the proposed development will push demand for primary and secondary schools beyond 

current capacity.  School proposed in the plan is dependent on state government involvement. Victoria in Future statistics show significant 

increases in student numbers as population growth occurs. Overall there needs to be state government and council planning undertaken 

for growth in student numbers within the City of Yarra. Y Y Y Y

192 D15/37631 Alphington

Outlines the following main concerns: The lack of detail and clarity; Inconsistencies between the various technical reports and the 

Development plan; The significant increase in the size and density of the development since we first purchased and read Council’s design 

principles, and even since the DPO was introduced; The massive and completely inappropriate increase in size of the retail/commercial 

aspects; Lack of respect and sympathetic treatment of the riverfront, including a proposal to transform the area into a ‘park’, rather than 

respect its bushland, riverside context; Lack of real, active community open space (parks, playgrounds, green spaces); The retention of 

ugly buildings on the pretence of heritage – especially the imposing 1954 boiler house building, and the façade along Heidelberg Road. 

Lack of family housing and 88% one and two bedroom apartments;  The failure of the developer to make provision for a bridge expansion 

on its land; The significant traffic impacts on an already very congested area; and The loss of opportunity to use more renewable energy 

especially in light of Council’s zero carbon target by 2020. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

193 D15/37638 Northcote

Concerns: Four 14 storey buildings in one corner of the site is inappropriate when compared with surrounding suburbs. Recognises need 

for traffic lights but there needs to also be duplication of Chandler Hwy to address current traffic congestion issues. Concerned about 

bridge duplication and how this will occur in future - east or west side of highway. Y Y Y

194 D15/37641 Alphington

Comments relate to following: size and number of apartments (density); lack of housing diversity on site and concentration of small 

apartments will create a demographic profile and transient population. Questions need for school based on potential demographic profile 

of new population. Comments on the impact of the development and population increase on roads and public transport. States that large 

number of cyclists use Heidelberg Road for commuting and is concerned abouy cyclist safety, particularly if new left turn lanes are 

implemented as suggested. Concerned about existing public transport services and the need to plan and upgrade both bus and train 

services. Comments on idea that future traffic will seek alternate routes. Questions retail and economic impacts and analysis outlined in 

the plan with other supermarkets in close to vicinity to site. Questions the overall proposed retail floorspace and how that will be 

allocated. States that there needs to be a clear plan for public access to the river frontage. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

195 D15/37643 Alphington

Has the following concerns about the development plan as it currently exists: Proposals for left slip lane from Heidelberg Road onto 

Chandler Hwy and an additional traffic light intersection between Heidelberg Road and the Chandler Hwy bridge are farcical. The 

congestion in this area is appalling and the road cannot possibly cope with increased intersection and use of up to another 4800 people. 

Access via Chandler Hwy should not be given to the development site until after the Chandler Hwy bridge is widened to address existing 

congestion. There is no proposal for significant public space within the development plan. The 17% of public space listed includes roads 

and the unusable river frontage. The proposed building height of 14 stories on corner of Heidelberg Road and Chandler Hwy is outrageous 

and presents a privacy concern for neighbouring properties. Height should be capped at 8 stories on this corner. I am concerned about the 

number of 1 and 2 bedroom apartments proposed for this site (88% of dwellings). Current research would suggest that Melbourne CBD 

has a glut of low-quality 1 bedroom apartments that lower living standards and lead to high turnover of residents. I would like to see the 

percentage of these dwellings reduced and minimum size requirements of 50sqm for 1 bedroom apartments and 70sqm for 2 bedroom 

apartments imposed, with all apartments to include balconies of minimum 2pm depth. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y



196 D15/37645 Alphington

Lives in Rex Avenue, Alphington. Attended the information session at the Fitzroy Town Hall and was appalled at the lack of attention paid 

to the impact the development will have on the traffic situation in this area. Concerned about the lack of detail in the traffic management 

plan in addressing traffic issues during construction as well as widening of Chandler hwy. Concerned about traffic impacts on the western 

side of Chandler Hwy. Concerned about the heights in the village precinct at 14 storeys. Alphington is a family-oriented suburb and these 

high rises do not keep with the history and demographic of the suburb. Heights should be reduced to no more than 6 storeys. Y Y Y Y Y

197 D15/37648 Alphington

Resident in Rex Avenue is very concerned about the following issues: Traffic congestion and future impacts on the road network as well as 

the residential area west of Chandler Hwy. Changes to turning conidtions/rules for residents of Rex and Coate Avenue also a concern as 

access is difficult right now. Urges Council to review the plans. Y Y

198 D15/37651 Alphington

Opposed to the high density nature of proposal - "jarring to the community". An entry road onto the Chandler will cause huge congestion 

issues and traffic will no necessarily find other routes. There is a lack of open space in the proposal. Y Y Y Y Y Y

199 D15/37652 Alphington

For the most part, the Development Plan fails to consider the significant population that exists to the West, and instead focuses on the 

‘sensitive’ interface to the East. However, there are sensitive interfaces to the West also, including Chandler Highway, Rex & Coate 

Avenues, Margaret Grove, Yarraford & Tower Avenues, and Perry Street. In fact, this residential area, which is charactered by single storey 

1920’s residential housing and unit developments, sits in the ‘shadow’ of the proposed development more than any other area, and as 

such, we ask that Council consider the distinctive issues of concern for this existing and growing community. We request that Council: 1. 

Seek peer review of all technical reports; 2. Require a new, properly prepared traffic report based on adequate assumptions about 

existing and new traffic conditions; 3. Continue to consult with residents of west Alphington and West Alphington Residents, Inc. in 

relation to any changes to traffic flows into and out of our local streets; 4. Support West Alphington Residents, Inc. in its position that the 

duplication of the Chandler Highway Bridge should be on the eastern side; 5. Require the developer to reassess the Development Plan by:

(a) Respecting the provisions of the DPO in relation to built form along Chandler Highway and the River precinct both in relation to heights 

and site coverage; (b) Demolishing the 1954 Boiler House; (c) Set aside more open space within the site; (d) Significantly reduce the retail 

and commercial component to better align with Council’s vision set out in the DPO; (e) Liaise with the community, the developer and the 

State Government to make better provision for community facilities on the site. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

200 D15/37653 Alphington

Building height of 14 storeys either side of the paper trail linear park in precinct 2 will create a wind tunnel. Built form considered to tall in 

comparison to surrounding areas. There will be overlooking issues and visual bulk, reducing the amenity of existing homes. The shadow 

diagrams in the development plans show that the majority of the paper trail linear park will be in shadow most of the day. All surrounding 

schools are full and the Amcor development will substantially increase the demand on school and community facilities.  Provision of a 

school with a minimum capacity of 400 is required. Not enough public open space. The public space along Yarra river ought not be 

included in the open space calculated for the development.  The river bank should be protected in its own right. Traffic remains a major 

concern with 5000 residents and some 1700 people working at the proposed site. Traffic will be at grid lock most of the peak times. 

Reinstating the old outer circle train line to Fairfield train station would be ideal public transport solution. Housing Diversity - The mix of 

housing seems to be biased to single and 2 bedroom dwellings. More family oriented dwellings (3+ bedroom) need to be offered.

Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

201 D15/37654

Concerned about Yarra River: A wider buffer is required along the Yarra river frontage to maintain and enhance ecological values. The plan 

gives insufficient consideration to the ecological function of the river and riparian zone. The river frontage is part of a corridor of habitat 

for wildlife within the wider Yarra catchment. This development provides an opportunity to restore and buffer this habitat to contribute to 

the health of the Yarra river ecosystem. Lack of Open Space: More open space should be provide on the southern edge of the 

development for recreation. Open space within the development is insufficient in area and the range of recreational opportunities it 

affords. The open space shown within the development appears to be mostly linear with a lot of hard built surfaces. It is completely out of 

character with the local neighbourhood and seems very limited in recreational opportunities for play, picnicking, dog walking, ball games, 

youth activities such as skateboarding or basketball/netball or just sitting in an open green space away from the noise and bustle of the 

buildings. Opportunity for a bridge to be built to connect to existing parklands and the Main Yarra trail on the south side of the Yarra. Y Y Y Y Y

202 D15/37656 IVanhoe

Traffic flow around Heidelberg Road/Grange Road/Chandler Highway intersection, as well as the portion of Chandler Highway that runs 

along the Paper mill including the heritage bridge, in its present state is actually VERY poor. This also has a flow on effect all the way up 

Grange Road to Darebin Road. Adding another 2000+ dwelling at this intersection is of great concern in terms of the effect it will have to 

an already suffering intersection and road(s), not to mention the disruption that the construction will cause. Y Y Y



203 D15/37788 Alphington

The population density of the development is far greater than that of the surrounding suburbs and therefore incompatible. It will change 

the demographic of the area and is insensitive to those aspects of the surrounding suburbs that are valued by the existing residents. The 

height of the development along Heidelberg Rd is also of particular concern and is way in contrast to anything in the area and means that 

the development will impact visually from a huge distance. The scope of commercial and retail component of the plan is excessive and 

compromises the local area in the amount of additional traffic it will potentially attract in addition to the increased traffic generated by the 

expected nearly 5000 new residents. The Chandler Highway and Heidelberg Rd intersection is already one on the worst for traffic in 

Melbourne and duplication of the bridge and putting the level crossing in Grange Rd underground are desperately needed just to relieve 

the traffic at its current level. Additional strain on public transport. The rational for large supermarkets does not make sense as there are 3 

supermarkets available in Station St, Fairfield and a large Coles and Woolworths in Ivanhoe. Overall, the proposal will result in an 

overdevelopment of the site. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

204 D15/37790 Alphington Submission stating that SAFCA wish to present to Council following public consultation. 

205 D15/37791 Alphington

Heritage: The brick façade along Heidelberg Road is a unique architectural statement that should be retained. The circular concrete 

Pumphouse is a wonderful architectural element reflecting the heritage of the site. Submission states that more environmental sensitivity 

be included on the plan. Retain all vegetation and respect the river with lower built form at the river interface. Open space is insufficient 

on the site. Access to public transport is insufficient for such a large concentration of people working and living on this site. The adjacent 

major arterial roads, both Chandler and Heidelberg, will increasingly need to accommodate the bus links across Melbourne. A large 

percentage of the occupiers will utilize Alphington Station. Safe and convenient Heidelberg Road pedestrian crossings are necessary. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

206 D15/37797 Alphington Submission to be submitted at later date.

207 D15/37801 Alphington

Wishes to raise a few key points reagrdaing the development plan and its supporting technical reports which have based their modelling 

on incorrect assumptions, leading to a sub-optimal outcome for what is a golden opportunity for this site. In the Development Plan 

Overlay, the vision was for a 1500 residence development with approx. 2500 new residents. Submitter was surprised when the plan 

outlined some 2500 residences for approx. 4800 people. Housing Density: Objects to the concentration of one and two bedroom 

apartments which the developer claims as providing affordable housing. The expected increase in traffic generated by the new site has 

been an obvious cause of resentment by the community and one which is increased further by the traffic study by GTA, who’s 

assumptions are bordering on offensive. One of the main drivers for a reduction in traffic volumes is centred around a redistribution of 

traffic to other roads. To suggest that people will divert for an 8km round trip down Hoddle Street is to put it bluntly ridiculous. In addition 

to redistribution, they have suggested that people will change their mode of transport, perhaps to more green alternatives such as cycling. 

This is inconsistent with the plan’s proposal to only offer one bike space per 2 apartments and needs to be addressed. strongly urges 

council to take into account the overwhelmingly self-serving nature of the developers technical reports. There is significant space allotted 

for retail with some 8k sqm allotted for supermarkets. The area allocated for a supermarket excessive and will not give the retail precinct 

a nice community feel. Suggests that the developer’s response to community infrastructure has not kept pace with the size of their 

proposal. Alphington currently has~2700 residences. They are proposing to add an additional 4800 residences with a marginal response at 

adding to community infrastructure. Would like to see the development include areas of active open space. Building Heights: Proposed 8 

storeys in gateway precinct is excessive and needs a proper setback. Concerned about podium level carpark and exhaust fumes. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

208 D15/37813 Alphington

Expresses a number of concerns: Right turns into and out of Coate Avenue. Entry and exit to my street is already difficult and the City of 

Yarra should not allow any development which will worsen the living arrangements for people who are already here. It would also be 

extremely unfair for the people who live in Rex Avenue. Duplication of Chandler Hwy: Now is the perfect opportunity to work with the 

developer to help ease what will ultimately lead to an increase in traffic. This area of Alphington is not linked to easy options of public 

transport or bike paths.  It is a major thoroughfare.  Council should seize the opportunity to make the developer contribute the adjoining 

land east of the Chandler Hwy.  This will allow for the duplication to the bridge so that there will be minimal impact on Coate Avenue and 

Rex Avenue residents.  Duplication of the bridge to the eastern side can allow for a new bridge and bike paths. Retention of the 1954 

boiler house on Chandler Highway: The categorization of the 1954 boiler as holding heritage value should be questioned by all.  The 

building is contaminated with asbestos and is a danger to the community.  Diversity and density of housing proposed: The type of housing 

being proposed cannot be classified as diverse if 88% of the housing is of 1-2 bedroom type dwellings. The actual density of the housing 

would seem to go against some of the City of Yarra’s own guidelines.   Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

209 D15/37817 Alphington

As a concerned Alphington resident, I urge Yarra City Council to take the long term view in their deliberations on the re-development of 

the old Amcor Paper Mill. My father was for many years the chief packaging engineers and lived on the site. In recent years he expressed 

his grave concern about asbestos leaks on the site. This must be addressed. Y Y

210 D15/37818 Alphington

Traffic congestion with Chandler Highway - Bridge widening. What are the guidelines for open space requirements. Want more houses 

and less apartment buildings Y Y Y Y Y

211 D15/37820

Fails to provide sufficient open space, Fails to address community needs such as schools, Fails to protect and appropriately use the 

riverfront area, It is an over-development of the site, It has excessive visual bulk, Fails to address traffic issues, Preservation of tress is not 

properly addressed Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y



212 D15/37822 Alphington

Objects to prevention of right hand turns into and out of Coate Ave. Inadeqaute and poorly researched traffic plans. Duplication of bridge 

should occur on eastern side of Chandler Hwy. Boiler House should be demolished due to asbestos, diversity and density of housing is 

against Yarra's guidelines Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

213 D15/37828 Alphington Increased traffic will cause further strain to Chandler Highway - Bridge duplication is required Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

214 D15/37833 Alphington

Traffic congestion, Community infrastructure (schools, transport) not adequately addressed, Environmental stress, duplication of bridge 

won't ease traffic congestion for those living in Rex Avenue and Coate Avenue, Commercial development won't help the little people Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

215 D15/37840 Alphington Traffic congestion, Chandler Highway, bridge requires duplication, density is too high, lack of community facilities, Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

216 D15/37850 Alphington

The lack of detail and clarity; Inconsistencies between the various technical reports and the Development plan; The significant increase in 

the size and density of the development since we first purchased and read Council’s design principles, and even since the DPO was 

introduced; The massive and completely inappropriate increase in size of the retail/commercial aspects; Lack of respect and sympathetic 

treatment of the riverfront, including a proposal to transform the area into a ‘park’, rather than respect its bushland, riverside context; 

Lack of real, active community open space (parks, playgrounds, green spaces); The retention of ugly buildings on the pretence of heritage 

– especially the imposing 1954 boiler house building, and the façade along Heidelberg Road; Lack of family housing and 88% one and two 

bedroom apartments; The failure of the developer to make provision for a bridge expansion on its land; The significant traffic impacts on 

an already very congested area; and The loss of opportunity to use more renewable energy especially in light of Council’s zero carbon 

target by 2020 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

217 D15/37856 Alphington

Concerned with the proposed re-development plans of the former Amcor site which is currently high rise up to 16 storey's and a high 

density development very out of character for Alphington and Fairfield, virtually a city within a city and may house up to 5000 people 

almost doubling the local population. The proposed 16 storey building on the Amcor site is almost incomprehensible. The required 4.5 % 

open space is not good enough to cater for 5000 people. 2500 dwellings is an over development and out of character for the area. 5,000 

people living on the site is far to dense and will create an overcrowded un-healthy environment. Also the infrastructure is not designed for 

so many people even to duplicate the Chandler Rd. bridge will not fix the problem, our roads are already very busy. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

218 D15/37866 Alphington Unable to open - error in word document

219 D15/37895 Alphington

Lack of open space/new infrastructure/community facilities, population will be far too dense, needs to be more playgrounds/bbqs/dog off 

leash areas; traffic congestion; proper segregated bicycle lanes required; bus services need to be improved; concerns about changes to 

traffic management at Coate Avenue Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

220 D15/37905 Alphington

Lack of open space; inadequate set back from the river; vagueness of information about landscape elements; Very little assessment has 

been made of the impact of the development on sensitive areas of riparian landscape; The way in which the development over shadows 

the river and impinges on what should be prioritised community open space and vegetation corridor Y Y Y Y

221 D15/37910 Alphington

Overcrowding of site; car parking is inadequate; traffic congestion along Heidelberg Road/Chandler Highway; lack of adequate community 

infrastructure; there are no new playgrounds; Keeping the brick walls facing Heidelberg Rd is so unnecessary Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

222 D15/37913 Alphington

This is entirely inappropriate development. A quick sugar hit for the housing industry with no long term improvement in the social fabric. 

Minimal public infrastructure, minimal demographic diversity, minimal environmental enhancement or protection, minimal social 

improvement, maximum profits for apartment builders. This is not town planning, This is an abrogation of societal and community 

responsibilities by government (local & state) and a handover of future liveability to market forces for whom profit is of course the only 

determinant. 20,000 m2 of retail is too much for the new locality will mean more traffic from outside the area coming into the new 

development. It will draw people away from Northland, Doncaster and Northcote Plaza Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

223 D15/37915 Alphington

Half of all new apartments built from 2006-2012 were one bedroom apartments, a third had two bedrooms while only 9 per cent had 

three or more bedrooms, which tend to be expensive penthouses rather than family friendly homes; Too much retail space for the 

neighbourhood more than all of Northcote; The open space should not include roads, they are transit spaces; The heights proposed for 

the site are inner urban heights and not in keeping with neighbourhood, the site overwhelms the neighbourhood; The development is too 

close to the river and will overlook it; The housing affordability at 5% is too low; Where is the social housing; Where is the social 

infrastructure assessment and impacts; not enough research on the impacts and inks to adjacent community; What are the impacts on 

local high schools and schools; the school should be an essential part of the site not a 'possible' part Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y



224 D15/37917 Alphington

The increased traffic will cause more havoc on Chandler Highway, Grange Road and Heidelberg Road; The duplication of the Chandler 

Highway Bridge is urgent and the only reasonable solution is for the duplication to be on the Eastern side of the present bridge; There are 

no alternative routes for existing road-users to take as Chandler Highway, Grange Road and Heidelberg Road are the only roads for 

residents and those travelling from other suburbs to get on to the South Eastern Freeway or into the city; Heidelberg Road is the only exit 

option for residents on the south side of Heidelberg Road; Such a large proportion of 1 and 2 bedroom apartments is inconsistent with the 

existing properties. It will completely change the integrity of Alphington which has for over a hundred years been known and loved as 

suburb of family homes on the cusp of the CBD,  not a high population apartment-heavy inner-city suburb. Erecting 5-8 storey buildings 

along Chandler Highway is grossly inappropriate for the surrounding area and the environmental footprints of other residential 

constructions in Alphington Y Y Y Y Y Y

225 D15/37918 Alphington

Lack of new open space, overuse of Alphington Park, Banning the right turn out of Coate Avenue is a dangerous idea, segregated bicycle 

lanes required, Developer should put land aside to duplicate bridge, medium to high density housing, Commercial space is too big

226 D15/37920 Fairfield Traffic already at capacity, lack of open space

227 D15/37923 Alphington

Insufficient green space, Traffic congestion, Pedestrian safety across Chandler Highway / bridge  with no overpass, Public transport 

accessibility, object to Changes to traffic flow for Coate and Rex Avenue residents 

228 D15/37926 Alphington

Not against the redevelopment but issues include - asbestos in boiler house, building should be demolished; lack of community facilities; 

duplication of bridge required; building heights should be restricted to 5 stories in keeping with surrounding area; retail outlets not 

required; traffic issues/congestion

229 D15/37930 Alphington

Traffic congestion - bridge duplication on eastern side required; changes to residents on Coate Avenue isn't acceptable; lack of new open 

space

230 D15/37941 Alphington

Submission written from long term residents of Alphington. Acknowledges the value of the site and opportunity to provide infill housing 

and commercial development. However, expresses numerous concerns relating to the proposed scale and density of population on the 

site and the traffic issues that will inevitably arise because of increased vehicle movements. This will add to the exsiting situation which is 

characterised by congestion and long traffic queues on both Heidelberg Rd and Chandler Hwy. Residents west of Chandler Hwy are under 

threat of being isolated in inaccessible side streets because of suggested changes to traffic conditions that affect turning into and out Rex 

and Coate Avenues. Outlines that it is the reponsibility of Council to ensure that the Development Plan is not approved until there is 

commitment to the major transport infrastructure projects that have so far been identified, such as the Chandler Hwy duplication and 

Grange Rd rail crossing. With the high proportion of one and two bedroom apartments proposed there will be a stark contrast with the 

surrounding area of detached family dwellings. There is a danger of the site becoming an isolated ghetto in the future. A higher proportion 

of dwellings should be three and four bedrooms. Other elements of concern including the scale and density of the proposal; the retail 

component; and the "proposed" school which may or may not happen. Overall the submission seeks clarity and commitment from Council 

and all concerned rather than vague non-committal language. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

231 D15/37941 Alphington As Above

232 D15/37944 Alphington

The submission states that they were initially happy with the general proposal to redevelop the site and the opportunity it presented for a 

high quality, well designed, urban renewal project. However, they are disappointed at the state of the current development plan on a 

number of levels: The incorporation of the former Planning Minister’s approval to double the commercial/retail area originally approved 

by Minister Madden; No clear indication as to who will take responsibility for protecting and enhancing the Yarra River environs, and for 

guaranteeing public access to the river frontage; No attempt made, in the siting of buildings, to create an awareness of the river setting of 

this site.  From Heidelberg Road, the river and surrounds remain hidden, as they were before by the paper mill complex. The vision of 

creating a cohesive community across the surrounding suburbs is undermined by the built form of the development, which gives the 

impression of a “gated” suburb; Justifying the density of the development, and the high percentage of 1/2 bedroom apartment dwellings, 

involves “isolating” the site from the surrounding suburbs; the argument that 88% of dwellings need to be 1/2 bedroom units in order to 

provide housing “diversity”, or to “balance” existing housing stock in the area, is not convincing. We do not believe there is a strong 

planning argument for the proposed density of housing development on the site, and its emphasis on apartment dwellings. We believe 

that a traffic management plan for this initial construction phase must be included as part of the proposal to be considered by Council. 

Finally, we would ask Yarra Council to consider requesting the Planning Minister to authorize two amendments to the DPO: To reduce the 

area allocated to retail/commercial development to that initially approved by Minister Madden; To allow for all future planning 

applications related to the site to be advertised, and subject to third party rights to object.  Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

233 D15/37955 Alphington Overdevelopment of site, traffic congestion, lack of public space will put increased demand on already at capacity facilities

234 D15/37958 Reservoir The proposed river setback is far too little

235 D15/37962 Preston Overdevelopment of site; lack of open space; traffic congestion - Chandler Bridge

236 D15/37968 Alphington Air pollution; traffic congestion Y Y Y Y



237 D15/37970 Thornbury

Wishes to see serious attention given to a bicycle connection along the Chandler Highway easement, connecting to the Yarra River but 

also connecting to a new 'rail trail' that runs parallel to the Hurstbridge line Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

238 D15/37973 Alphington Traffic congestion already exists badly in surrounding streets; building height will cause overshadowing and is out of character for the area Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

239 D15/37975 Alphington Significant impact on traffic; trains already at capacity; impact on local infrastructure which is already at capacity; lack of housing diversity; Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 

240 D15/37977

Reduction in the amount of habitat in the River corridor immediately above the Burke Road Bridge; There has been no ecological 

assessment of the impact of the development, and the loss of this substantial piece of habitat on the River corridor; lack of new open 

space areas; That the first row of houses right along the river corridor be restricted to a single storey and that these are houses family 

homes with adequate garden space. No jetty be built on the water’s edge as this will severely impact on the role of the river as a corridor 

for migration, and limit the overhanging of trees. That no established native tree be removed from the River parkland unless it is assessed 

as unhealthy by an arborist and that all trees be assessed for their habitat value. Y Y Y Y

241 D15/37981 APMAG - Summarised Separately (D15/40806)

242 D15/37983 Alphington

Too many new dwellings; housing diversity not being met; traffic management will not improve; Alphington Park already at capacity; A 

landscape plan that offers no coherent open space within the development, as all 'open spaces' are linear; Terrace style dwellings that 

appear to have bedrooms designed with no natural light Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

243 D15/37986 Alphington

The Development is simply too large and too dense for the site; the traffic impacts study presented to date lacks sound, local empirical 

evidence and credibility; No decision has been made or significant preparation done by VicRoads, Council or the State Government to 

specify, acquire and segregate from the Development land required in connection with duplicating the Chandler Highway Bridge on either 

side, and particularly on the eastern side to avoid adverse impacts on existing residents. Object to changes to traffic conditions at Coate 

Avenue. Overshadowing/Overlooking concerns. Lack of community infrastructure. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

244 D15/37995 Alphington Simple and safe access for Coate & Rex residents to access Chandler Highway Southbound must be maintained Y Y

245 D15/37999 Canterbury

The development plan doesn't appear to set aside reservation for a potential future rail connection on the former outer circle rail corridor 

adjacent to Chandler Highway Y Y Y Y

246 D15/38005 Alphington

Wishes to make a submission for the establishment of a community farmers market on site. Believes that this would create some balance 

between the large scale retail and the ambiguous 'artisan precinct'. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

247 D15/35097 Eaglemont

A preferred maximum height of 14 storeys is already very tall and concerns me greatly. Reference to a future school was a possible 

'vertical school'. Questions the viability of a 'vertical' school in an area where most schools have substantial land access. Thinks that land 

should specifically be set aside for this use. Questions the types of community facilities that go into the area. The provision of Community 

Facilities should include greater community consultation. Is pleased to see the inclusion of a slip lane from Heidelberg Road to Chandler 

Highway, and asks that this slip lane be made a mandatory upgrade. Believes that more land should be set aside for future upgrades of the 

Chandler Highway, which could potentially include the doubling of the bridge across the Yarra. Asks that Council include mandatory 

requirements for streetscapes in and around the development, including appropriate setbacks and significant tree planting of trees that 

are characteristic of Alphington Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

248 D15/38022 Alphington

Concerned about the extra traffic a huge retail area will attract. The Chandler Hwy area is already a blackspot and extra traffic will make it 

even worse. Area is well served by supermarkets. Concerned about the natural enviroment along the river. Understands there will not be 

tall buildings on the river but feels that it will change the area dramatically. 14 storey buildings will be out of character with the area. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

249 D15/38025 Fairfield

There are some steps in the right direction that we would support, including:

- Requesting that the Developers have their TMP and ITP reviewed by an independent third party for second opinion.

- Requesting that the Developers provide further road network modelling of their conclusions to substantiate their analysis, or make their 

modelling available for the Council / general public in this particular case

- Requesting Vic Roads provide independent analysis and opinion of the plans (noting their existing statutory role in the process already 

exists, but taking this development as a case requiring additional attention)

- Having Council ensure State Government commitment to development of the (a) Chandler Bridge (b) Grange Rd level crossing (c) 

Heidelberg rd and Chandler Hwy intersection - prior to approval of the Amcor Site development, with that commitment including 

prioritised timelines that support the site development. Given the scale of works it is easy to imagine that, if not prioritised, changes are 

still many, many years away.

We strongly believe that even further failure of this already '#1 traffic pain point in Victoria', will lessen land values and liveability. Two 

things that all Local Governments should be acutely focused on. Please help us as citizens to have the State Government prioritise these 

roads as a condition of approval on the development of the Amcor Site. Y Y Y

250 D15/38031 Alphington

Questions the large proportion of one bedroom units and states that it is symptomatic of another developer targeting overseas investors 

regardless of supply and demand conditions in the local rental market. Y Y Y



251 D15/38035 Alphington

There needs to be new community infrastructure opportunities for new and existing residents on Alphington. these may include 

community meeting spaces/health amenities/knowledge centres. Considesr a 14 storey building too high and would want to see no 

permits given for any higher than 14 storeys. As bike riders, would like to ensure that cyclists are taken into full account when developing 

plans for roads and pathways. in the absence of further public consultation we charge the Council with delivering the best outcomes for 

the local community as a priority over the best outcomes for the developers. People in housing is preferable to an operating/unused 

factory and so we welcome the development on the whole in bringing new vitality, multiculturalism and economic activity to the area. 

However this needs to be done sensitively and with appropriate development. Taking the local environment into account is critical. We 

are concerned about the lack of open public space within the development Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

252 D15/35557 Camperdown Increased traffic will cause further strain to Chandler Highway - Bridge duplication is required Y Y

253 D15/38066 Alphington

The "Amcor Site" provides a wonderful opportunity for re-development but the current proposal or plan is a gross over-development of 

the site Urges Yarra City Councillors to vote  against  this proposal. Issues: Density and therefore, congestion. A maximum of 2,000 people 

with improved rail services/infrastructure may be acceptable. A 5-6 storey maximum would be more acceptable. There should be a far 

greater provision for OPEN SPACE provided ON-SITE. Their should should be much more OPEN SPACE in the River Quarter. This is where 

the OPEN SPACE for NEW and EXISTING RESIDENTS should be provided. I don't consider the ugly, cream-orange brick, 5 Storey Buildings to 

be of HERITAGE SIGNIFICANCE.at all. They are ugly, over-bearing, not people friendly at all and should be demolished. Y Y Y Y Y Y

254 D15/38070

Concerned about the impacts of the development on traffic conditions without the Chandler Hwy bridge duplication being complete 

before development work starts. Concerned that the issue of PCB contamination does not appear in the GHD report. This is of concern as 

there are several instances of contamination resulting from leaking transformers, and the vintage of the site would suggest that PBCs 

were likely to have been used. Wishes to make sure that further testing be done in these transformer areas and that screening for PCBs is 

included in the suite of materials tested for. Would like to ensure that everything possible has been done to make sure that the 5,000 odd 

new residents are accounted for in these planning decisions and do not swamp existing facilities in the coming years Y Y Y Y

255 D15/38106 Alphington

Concerns with Traffic access in and out of Coate Ave. VicRoads have publicly stated that the duplication of the Chandler Bridge be on the 

Western side of the bridge. This will dramatically affect Rex/ Coate Ave residents (particularly in relation to the above point) and in our 

minds the developer should be providing land for the bridge on the east. General increase of traffic. Aesthetics of the neighbour as the 

development won't be in keeping with local surroundings. Lack of open space. The lack of commitment to schools from both developers 

and local council. Trains are already at capacity. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

256 D15/38109 Fairfield

The proposed development simply must be integrated with traffic improvements in the area, otherwise traffic will bank up in all directions 

from the Grange Rd/Heidelberg Rd intersection and Chandler Hwy and become a nightmare for residents and visitors alike. Y Y

257 D15/38118 Preston

Australian Greens Victoria – Darebin Branch (“Darebin Greens”) requests that Yarra City Council look in detail at the impact such an 

increase will  have on the existing community as well as new residents, along with what infrastructure will need to be provided by State 

and Local Governments and the developer to ensure this is a sustainable development that meets the needs of generations to come. Lack 

of new open space. Alphington Primary School is already over capacity. The Ecologically Sustainable Design (ESD) Strategy is welcome, 

however it fails to commit to any significant/iconic approach to precinct-based energy production and consumption. No safe and 

convenient Pedestrian/bicycle accessways. Lack of improvement to public transport. Traffic congestion will only get worse Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

258 D15/38122 Melbourne

The submission is written by the Public Transport Users Association (PTUA). The submission supports new development in locations that 

have access to existing public transport services but highlguths that services are at capacity and need to be improved/upgraded to address 

increases in population and patronage. Without marked improvement in local public transport, walking and cycling infrastructure the 

development will be highly car-dependent. This will generate signifcant increases in traffic on the local, arterial and freeway road systems; 

and it will impose collateral costs on neighbours and the local environment, and put greater pressure on the already clogged Eastern 

Freeway and Hoddle Street corridors. The submission commends Yarra City Council in its proactive role in encouraging active and 

sustainable transport but also encourages the Council to take an advocacy role in seeking improvements to services and infrastructure. 

The PTUA provides a number of recommendations to Council in terms of improving services and infrastructure: Provide higher-frequency 

train services on the Hurstbridge line, including outside peak hours and on weekends; Provide seven-day-a-week services on the 350 route 

bus (La Trobe University to the CBD on Chandler Highway), with evening services at least on weekdays and no less than 10-minute 

frequencies during peak hours; Provide seven-day-a-week services on the 546 route bus (Heidelberg to the CBD on Heidelberg Road), with 

evening services at least on weekdays and no less than 10 minute frequencies during peak hours; Provide a more direct route for the 609 

route bus (Hawthorn railway staton to Fairfeld) with services seven days a week and 10 minute frequencies during peak hours; Extend 

route bus 624 from Harp Juncton in Kew to Alphington Staton via Earl Street and Chandler Highway to provide a key north-south 

connector in the East Yarra and Darebin area; Immediately preserve the median reservaton along the Eastern Freeway for a rail service to 

Doncaster, and undertake to plan and build this train line with a staton at the Chandler Highway, on the south of the site. Overall, the 

submission discusses that Alphington displays higher levels of car dependence than other inner city location, primarily due to its location 

and the current provision of public transport services. Y Y Y Y Y



259 D15/38124

Lack of new open space. Asks that Council and Vic Roads review the area and do their own investigations as to what impact nearly five 

thousand new residents as well as the visitors to the site will have on an area that already has such chaotic traffic issues. As a regular 

visitor to Coate Avenue I am alarmed at the thought of not being able to turn right out of this street. Turning right out at Rex Avenue is 

extremely dangerous. I have done this once and am horrified that this is even being considered. Y Y Y Y Y

260 D15/38126 Kew

This development plan needs to show more regard for the existing community and the residents who will move into the area. The lack of 

new infrastructure or open spaces to be provided, the density and the really strange traffic management plan all indicate that the 

developer needs to reassess the outcomes for the residents, rather than solely their own interests. This area needs to be developed, and 

the proposed mixed use is good, however there needs to be better consideration for how it will look in the future, when not so good 

issues occur, as well as highlighting the good benefits. i.e the downside & upside of the development. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

261 D15/38128

Duplication of Chandler Highway Bridge is a priority. Wishes to see fewer car spaces provided with apartments to encourage residents to 

go car free. The proposal to remove right hand turns from Coate avenue is unfair to current residents and should not be allowed. 

Improved public transport is required. More open/recreational space required. Community gardens should be included. Child care 

facilities needed. Wishes to see a focus on healthy living in the site and in Alphington, this could be done by including some exercise 

equipment in pocket parks. Edible plants to be planted. I'd like to see a focus on 'community friendly' shops in the town centre Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

262 D15/38130 Alphington

Too much population growth and not enough thought into community needs. Too many small apartments and not enough family homes. 

Not enough open space. Supermarket chain not required. No community concultation on supermarket requirement. School is not 

adequate - Alphington Primary already at capacity. Traffic management issue has not been addressed - duplication of bridge required. 

Latrobe Avenue should not be renamed - has historical significance.  Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

263 D15/38132 Northcote

The Project’s timing, i.e. its realization ahead of planned traffic and general infrastructure improvements is likely to contribute to a 

degradation of the quality of life for the Alphington community and the general amenity of the area. Railway improvements are needed. 

Buses will be unreliable because of increased congestion. Bicycle paths need better safety consideration. Increased traffic congestion. The 

area in the Village Precinct, at the north-west corner of the development site, made available for ‘potential’primary education and early 

learning centre is quite unsuitable, as it is proposed to be mixed with high density residential, employment, commercial and other 

community activities, on the busiest traffic crossing near the site. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

264 D15/38134 Yallambie

I don’t think that I’m in possession of sufficient information to make confident comment on the proponents’ proposal.  The information 

night was interesting, but the proponents’ treatment superficial.  There may be a lot of information on their website, but I don’t feel 

qualified to assess the veracity of much of that.  And, from what I heard at the meeting, I’m not prepared to accept the proponents’ 

experts’ testimony at face value either..  I’m stranded between a presentation that seemed superficial and website-plans that seem 

opaque. Traffic concerns, unsure of what public transport is proposed, not enough open space. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

265 D15/38137

Requests council to allow a local representation to speak with the consultants undertaking the review, to provide this local context of the 

issues raised, discuss assumptions and also to have the opportunity to review and provide feedback on their initial drafts prior to 

acceptance and release. Wishes to meet with consultants and assist with the review, and I believe there might be one or two more people 

who would add value. Y

266 D15/37438 Alphington

Industrial heritage focus. The majority of Alphington is not industrial and the site was residential prior to the paper mill being established. 

Whilst the industrial past should not be ignored it is not seen as a particularly attractive feature of the area. The location of an integrated 

junior school campus in the Village Precinct is too far from the existing community facilities and the school. The bike path along the river. 

This area is predominantly used for walking and bikes should be separated from this sensitive walking area. Also, a bike trail along this 

short part of the river does not lead to anywhere. There is no trail city bound and no trail through the Latrobe golf course. The Linear 

Piazza has the main north south road alongside it effectively creating a busy thoroughfare along the side. The location and width of Main 

St has the potential to divide the site into North and South. Creating the Linear Piazza as a private area run by a body corporate risks the 

space being “corporatised” and surrounded by national retailers and “managed” such as a  food court in a major shopping centre losing its 

community feel and individuality. The Linear Piazza is too small and narrow. The minimum setback from the riverfront of 10m is not 

sufficient and subject to encroachment over time. The proposed balconies are too small (6m2 and 10m2) in the Gateway Precinct and I 

assume other precincts. The second Industrial Heritage Piazza needs to have a very different feel to the Linear park to create diversity and 

not just a southern replica. The Industrial Heritage Piazza is too small. The high number of 1 and 2 bedroom limits long term residency. 

The properties should be of an appropriate size that encourages long term occupancy suitable for families and empty nesters. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y



267 D15/38237 Docklands

Melbourne Water: This submission, in general terms outlines the requirements of Melbourne Water in terms of their role and 

responsibilities for protecting and enhancing the Yarra River corridor as well as mitigating the risks associated with flood prone land, 

particularly areas subject to the Land Subject to Indundation Overlay (LSIO). Melbourne Water requires the submission of a detailed 

Drainage and Stormwater Management Strategy, which calculates flow levels and flood levels for the 100-year ARI flood event and 

demonstrates how stormwater runoff from the subdivision will achieve State Environment Protection Policy (Waters of Victoria) 

objectives for environmental management of stormwater. The submission also outlines requirements in relation to a sewage pipe 

easement that should be discussed between the developer and Melbourne Water (these form part of the statutory planning process that 

will follow when a planning application is lodged with Council). OPEN SPACE: It should be noted that a development’s Public Open Space 

contribution is a Council requirement, and is determined/approved separately to Melbourne Water’s waterway corridor requirements. 

The objectives in establishing a waterway corridor are to provide flood protection, allow room to protect enhance and restore river 

health, and enable some complementary uses such as recreation. The waterway corridor is distinctly separate to an ‘open space 

contribution’, and thus the ‘River Park’ waterway corridor cannot contribute to this public open space contribution. The proposed 30 

metre setback zone within the ‘River Park Landscape’ must be retained solely for waterway health and vegetation improvement. This zone 

is encumbered space characterised by a steep escarpment and a Land Subject to Inundation Overlay, making it inadequately suited as a 

public open space zone. Y Y Y Y

268 D15/38651

Suggests improvements to existing bus services in terms of frequency and also improvements to the road network to facilitate bus 

movements (duplicate Chandler highway). Y

269 D15/38652 Fairfield

Attended the public consultation meeting and considered that the information provided was unclear and uncertain, and merely done to 

satisfy procedures. It was not adequate consultation and information was lacking. Considering the overcrowding on the proposed 

development there are many concerns regarding traffic management and transport and the assumptions upon which the traffic 

management plan is based. Proposed new exit road from the development into Chandler Highway with traffic lights will create  queuing 

problems and exacerbate congestion in Chandler Highway.

The planned new intersection will encourage non local traffic to take short cuts through the development. There is no detailed planning in 

the document as to how public transport capacity (ie Bus and Train and bike routes) will be able to cope with the increased demand. The 

specialty retail and supermarket developments will generate extra traffic. Suggests that a reduction in density of  residential and retail 

space will help to reduce traffic congestion.This reduced density could be used to create a more valued environment for  residents in the 

development due to more open space and enhanced community amenity. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

270 D15/39597

Wishes to register  concern about the traffic that will be generated by the residents at the AMCOR site when it is redeveloped. With 5000 

residents there will be a significant increase in traffic on a road system that already does not cope. Y Y

271 D15/42008 Alphington

Feels that the proposed development of the Amcor site by Alpha Partners and Glenvill is greedy and uninspired and will change the 

physical and demographic landscape of Alphington. Submission questions the detail provided in the plans and the inability to comment on 

the vague/unresolved proposals. Implications for properties in View Street, Alphington: concerned that will not be able to continue with 

the current level of community access to the property if the Amcor re-development goes ahead on the proposed scale. Alpha Partners and 

Glenvill have described the submitter's ‘back garden’ as “parkland/open space corridor”. Page 15 of the Development Plan shows 

property as ‘Open Space Corridor’ highlighted in pale green. On Page 27 of the Development Plan shows our property as ‘Parkland Open 

Space’. Subsequent coloured maps also fail to mark the property as private land. Remediation of site: It should be public knowledge that 

demolition of the remaining tower was stopped due to the presence of asbestos. Greatest concern is risk to residents health from the 

remaining process of demolition and the remediation of the site. Open Space and Landscape: The failure of the developers to provide 

enough quality open green space for both passive and active recreation is outrageously greedy and shortsighted. Developers have 

included the 30 metres of land from the edge of the Yarra as open space. The 30m setback from the Yarra River cannot borrow from the 

4.5% open space requirement as stipulated in the Development Plan Overlay (DPO). The majority of the remaining 12% of open space 

appear as roads or private walkways leading to residences. Concerned that construction works and the height and proximity of buildings, 

fences and private pathways will negatively impact the river red gums on the riverbank which are of high significance. We believe the 

proposed development plan has not provided sufficiently sized open space for active recreation and needs to introduce provision for a 

sizeable space for this within its own site boundaries. The proposal for 88% of dwellings to be 1 or 2 bedroom (39% one bed, 49% two 

bed) is not in fact housing “diversity” and fails to reflect the owner-occupier families who are attracted to living in Alphington. The massive 

supermarket and retail space proposed for the development  will kill neighbouring shopping strips such as Station St. in Fairfield and 

Wingrove St. Alphington. Comments on the need to address traffic and transport; parking; improvements to bus and train services; all not 

covered properly in technical report. Concerned about building heights and site coverage as shown in development plan. Concerned 

about both internal and external amenity of the development. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

272 D15/42015 Deepdene

Submission makes interesting comparison between space required for free range chickens and the amount of open space proposed for 

people on the site. Y

273 D15/42243 Alphington

The proposed removal of the right hand turn from Coate Avenue is truly an issue for all concerned. Also concerned that big business will 

dominate the new area of Alphington and make it a disappointing development. Y



274 D15/42648 IVanhoe

Banyule Council acknowledges the suitability of the site for residential infill development but has some concerns relating to the following 

aspects of the development plan proposal: 1. Economic Impact - the proposal includes over 19,000sq.m of retail floorspace for a proposed 

neighbourhood activity centre. This includes one full line supermarket. Banyul CC is concerned that this is beyond what is outlined in the 

Development Plan Overlay and has no strategic support in either Plan Melbourne or the Yarra Planning Scheme. The scale of the proposed 

activity centre compares with Ivanhoe, Northcote and Heidelberg in terms of proposed floorspace. Banyule is most concerned about the 

impact on the Ivanhoe activity centre. Residents in the area currently travel to Northcote, Ivanhoe and Kew to access a full line 

supermarket and the new retail offering at AMCOR will potentially capture this trade in an out of centre development that will impact on 

those existing activity centres. It is highlighted that the Macroplan Report does not include Ivanhoe in its assessment of retail floorspace. A 

more detailed assessment would be appropriate to outline impacts on existing activity centres. 2. Transport and Traffic Impacts - The 

proposed 2,500 dwellings and 31,000m2 of commercial floorspace will have a significant impact on the surrounding road and trasnport 

networks. Banyule Council has serious concerns about the potential traffic and transport impacts and the adequacy of the accompanying 

traffic report and analysis. The development will generate an additional 18,000 vehicle movements per day and have a significant impact 

on Heidelberg Road and Chandler Hwy. There is concern about the Traffic Impact Assessment provided and Banyule Council disagrees 

with the premise that future increases in traffic will be off-set by changes in travel behaviour. The development is expected to have 

significant impacts on the public transport network. The integrated transport plan has little to say about the developments effect on the 

Heidelberg Rail line and Alphington Station. 3. Walking and Cycling Provision and Access - Heidelberg Rd is part of the Principal Bicycle 

Network and provides bicycle access east and west along Heidelberg Rd. The Integrated Transport Plan does not provide for on road 

bicycle facilities that encourage non-vehicular transport to and from the site. Provisions to support pedestrian access and walking to key 

destinations beyond the site should be incorporated more strongly into the plan. Further analysis of the traffic impacts and opportunities 

to mitigate these impacts should be undertaken. 4. Community Infrastructure and Open Space - A number of provisions are proposed for 

facilities including a school and community centre but nothing proposed to cater for formal and informal outdoor recreation. There will 

potentially be an overflow in terms of demand for recreational and sporting facilities as Alphington Park has limited capacity. The river 

corridor cannot be defined as a meaningful contribution to open space. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

275 D15/42584

VicRoads Submission: States that the future widening of the Chandler Highway to improve the efficiency of the road network is a state 

government initiative but with no timeframe stated as there is currently not a budget commitment. The Grange Rd rail crossing has been 

committed to but with no timeframe stated. An area of land on the subject site will be required and a future PAO will be implemented on 

the site. Discussions have occurred with the developer regarding compensation for acquisition of the required land. VicRoads makes 

criticial commentary on the following points: Section 4.1.4 suggests that future traffic generated by the site will seek alternate routes and 

people will shift modes. VicRoads state that this assumption has no evidence to support this claim. The traffic management report does 

not identify whether the alternate routes have sufficent capacity to cope with the extra traffic. VicRoads accepts that there could be an 

acceptable level of increased traffic on the roads but does not support the modelling or assumptions used to support this. VicRoads 

suggests that if the modelling cannot support the suggested increases then the scale of the development may need to be reduced to 

ensure that inreases in traffic are not reliant on duplication of the Chandler Hwy. VicRoads also expresses concerns about the impact of 

heritage overlays existing on the site which could impact future road works in association with Chandler Hwy. VicRoads also state the the 

Development Plan should acknowledge the potential future acquisition of part of the site on the western side for road widening. The left 

hand turn slip lane identified in one of the traffic plans appears to cut through an existing building. It needs to be clarified if the building 

will be retained or the lane modified in order to retain the building. The location of the proposed school raises the issue of pick-up and 

drop-off locations for parents/students and VicRoads states that Chandler Hwy would be an inaprropriate place for this to occur. The 

shared path on the western side of Chandler Hwy should include way-finding signage to direct people (cyclists) to cross the bridge to 

conenct with existing paths across the river. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y



276 D15/44751 Heidelberg

Parks Victoria have submitted that they support the concept of the river park as it will enhance the area and have minimal impact on the 

enjoyment of the river corridor for users of the river. The supporting documentation however is not clear with regards to the 

requirements of Schedule 11 to the Development Plan Overlay for the provision of a shared use trail along the Yarra River frontage 

through the River Park. It has been treated in an inconsistent manner through the reports and not incorporated into the various figures. 

The opportunity to engage with the Yarra River directly from the AMCOR site for “model boats, kayaks, canoes or rowboats” cannot be 

guaranteed and is clearly subject to a completely separate process and approvals mechanism to that of the redevelopment of the AMCOR 

site. Any jetty/floating pontoon would be subject to a separate agreement between Parks Victoria, as the managers of recreation on the 

Yarra River and the land owner/manager of the land to which the jetty/floating pontoon would be fixed. As the “relevant authority” for 

the River Park is yet to be identified, it is very premature to be proposing infrastructure on behalf of an unknown land owner. Also it 

appears that there hasn’t been any study of this reach of the Yarra River to determine its suitability to accommodate such infrastructure 

and any potential impacts on flooding through this area. Parks Victoria Recommendation: All references to the jetty/floating pontoon as 

part of the River Park, even in relation to “possible”, must be completely removed from all documents associated with the redevelopment 

of the AMCOR site as it requires further detailed studies, the public land manager’s consent, a separate Planning Permit and a formal legal 

agreement between the Proponent and Parks Victoria. Y Y Y Y

277 D15/61908

The submissions makes comments and asks questions about the proposed density on the site as being medium or high density 

development and what could this be compared to? Refers to densities in other suburbs such as Collingwood.  Essentially, the submission is 

highlighting that the Amcor site is a much higher density than any other area in Yarra. Questions the provision of housing diversity on the 

site. Highlights that the provision of affordable housing is a core requirement of the DPO and the developer must provide this. Questions 

the traffic management plan and flawed assumptions about traffic impacts. States that there is a lack of useable open space provided for 

in the development plan. Overall, is heavily critical of the development plan and highlights a number of deficiencies and asks how 

Councillors will respond to these criticisms and issues raised. Y Y Y Y Y Y

278 D15/64385

SAFCA has a number of concerns about the future development of the Amcor site: Concerned about the conceptual nature of the 

development plan that is being commented on and the lack of specificity outlined in the plan. The submission considers that there will be 

overcrowding of the site and the initial estimate of 3,000 has now risen to 4,800. This will have a negative impact on the surrounding area. 

The high proportion of one and two bedroom apartments is considered to be inappropriate. The overall density is not matched with the 

provision of services and infrastructure. Insufficient car parking on the site will mean parking issues for nearby streets. The impact of 

traffic flows onto Chandler Highway and Heidelberg Road is greatly underestimated. Comments on the traffic report's suggestion that 

traffic will find alternate routes and highlights that there are no alternate routes and there is already heavy congestion across the 

network. The plan fails to address or provide adequate community or infrastructure or identify the imapcts on current infrastructure. 

Plans for the river corridor don't address the need for restoration and regeneration of the natural environment (Yarra River riparian zone). 

Highlights that there is an Environmental Significance Overlay (ESO) that needs to be reponded to in the development plan. Considers that 

the retention of the brick buildings fronting Heidelberg Road is unnecessary. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

279 D15/64386

Makes comments about the commercial component and economic impacts. Believes that the catchment provided in their assessment 

deliberately excludes certain retail centres such as Ivanhoe which is a major activity centre with a full line supermarket. Also expresses 

concerns at the strategy behind placing either a Coles or Woolworths supermarket in this location in order to "squeeze out" other 

competition in the area. Is concerned about the nature of other retail components on the site including a liquor retailing/store. There is an 

existing Dan Murphy's store to the west along Heidelberg rd. Disagrees with and questions the heritage value of the yellow brick building 

fronting Heidelberg Rd. Y Y Y Y Y

280 D15/64844

Darebin City Council acknowledges the strategic potential of the site as a higher density mixed use precinct that delivers on the objectives 

of State Planning Policy and Plan Melbourne. Their submissions highlights a number of concerns with the Development Plan and its 

compliance with DPO11 in the planning scheme. These concerns relate to traffic impacts, support for active transport and interfaces with 

Heidelberg Road and Chandler Highway. Also of concern is the scale of the retail and commercial component. Darebin CC has significant 

concerns about the potential traffic impacts of the development, the way that active and sustainable transport modes are expressed in 

the development plan and the level of accuracy of the traffic modelling and analysis. Darebin's submission also questions the assumptions 

about future travel behaviour and the lack of evidence to support this. Darebin believes that duplication of the Chandler Highway and 

grade seperation of the Grange Rd crossing will assist in facilitating a better outcome in terms of traffic impact from the development. 

Darebin provides some more detailed recommendations about aspects of the plan, particuarly with respect to traffic and access. Bus 

moevements should be prioritised and bus stops located close to pedestrian crossing points. Pedestrian crossings should be provided on 

all legs of signalised intersections. Pedestrian and cyclist connections to both Alphington and Fairfield Stations should be maximised and 

bicycle facilities at stations provided/enhanced. Darebin has concerns with the built form, building heights and interfaces on many parts of 

the site and states these are a departure from DPO11. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y



281 D15/66484

PTV comment on a number of transport measures outlined in the plan. The internal road network includes a bus compatible route 

through the site which would include new bus stops. PTV state these have not yet been signed off by PTV and the cost would be the 

responsibility of the developer. Any removal/relocation of existing bus stops is at the cost of the developer but PTV supports any 

measures that increase/enhance patronage. PTV comment that there is much focus on improving bus services but that behavioural 

change can be encouraged by facilitating walking and cycling through improved networks. Improved facilities (including bicycle storage 

lockers) at Alphington Station and connections with both Alphington and Fairfield Stations will encourage use of those stations. PTV also 

comment on the rail reserve which is owned by VicTrack, between the rail line and Heidelberg Road, as being still required for public 

transport purposes. Y Y Y Y Y Y

282 D15/70709 Fairfield

Concerned about the traffic especially on Chandler Highway. The traffic situation is bad and the council needs to address this. Increasing 

the population requires good infrastructure like public transport and good road accessbility. 

283 D15/72470

The Department of Education and Training has reviewed the development plan and community infrastructure assessment and has no 

issues with its contents. DET is liasing with the developer and investigatin a number of aspect of the proposal for a school on site. DET will 

need to liaise with Council to discuss final dwelling numbers and dwelling types being proposed, as it will affect potential student 

numbers. The governmnet has committed to planning for a new schoool as part of the proposed redevelopment of the site but no budget 

commitment has been made at this stage.

284 D15/73366

Over development of the site and too many 1-2 bedroom apartments. Believes that the configurations of many of the planned apartments 

are very small and predominately only 1-2 bedrooms. Believes that it is deceptive advertising by the developers to use photos of the local 

area with its lovely tree lined streets and detached dwellings in just about every page of their plans. Wishes to raise concerns about the 

use of this space as a commercial precinct opening onto Heidelberg rd mainly because there appears to be no available parking space to 

accommodate the flow of traffic in and out of this area. Given the density of traffic already on Heidelberg Rd, Clearway regulations on 

both sides at peak hour it is essential that the developers provide proper allocated parking and easy access to the Amcor site. Y Y Y

285 D15/73368

Urges Council to protect the Alphington-Fairfield community and surrounds by supporting the amendments the residents overwhelmingly 

agreed to at the community consultation night held recently at Alphington Bowling Club. This list of recommendations were put forward 

to enhance the palatability of the proposed development so that there won't be such an adverse impact on the neighbouring area. Of 

major concern is the added volume of traffic this development will introduce that will compound the current transport congestion that 

already plagues the area. Y Y

286 D15/73371 Objects to the proposed density on the site. Y Y Y

287 D15/76413

Boroondara City Council outline a number of key issues upfront before outlining more detailed concerns in their submission: 1. The lack of 

consideration as to impacts on infrastructure and facilities within Boroondara; 2. Inadequate information and technical data provided in 

expert reports; 3. Lack of information about financial compensation or contributions to neighbouring municipalities; 4. A general lack of 

detail within the plan, particuarly in relation to off site impacts. In summary, Boroondara has serious concerns about the Development 

Plan in its current form and states that it expects to see a revised Development Plan that undertakes a further period of consultation. 

Some of the key concerns of Boroondara Council relate to the proximity of the site to Boroondara and a number of community facilities 

that exist in close proximity to the Amcor site and the potential increase in demand for services. These include: Maternal and child health 

services; kindergarten and childcare services; Kew Library and a number of other community facilities in Kew and the surrounding area. 

Boroondara outline they are concerned that there could be an increase in demand and added pressure on a number of their community 

facilities. Boroondara anticipate that the cost of upgrading existing facilities to meet future demand is in the order of up to $1,000,000. As 

such, the Boroondara Council express that a monetary contribution towards the development of new community facilities in Kew is 

warranted. TRAFFIC: Boroondara express concerns about the traffic impact report and state that it is insufficient and limited in its scope 

and flawed in its assumptions. It also doesn't address traffic conditions across the river into Boroondara (via Chandler Hwy). The scale of 

the development will result in significant increases in traffic volumes across the local road network which will impact on roads in 

Boroondara. Exclusion of the Chandler Hwy duplication and Grange Rd level crossing from any commentary within the development plan 

or traffic reports is a significant oversight. Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
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